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Chapter1 Chapter 207: Strange Situation.
"...I'm Adam's eldest son."

"..." Victor's aura disappeared as if it had never been there, and
he turned to look straight ahead.

"I see." He picked up the wineglass and drank it again in one
gulp.

'The old man's son, huh...' Victor didn't know what to think of
Johnny. For him, Adam is like a friend who watched him grow up, he
had a lot of respect for the old man, and even he didn't know of
Johnny's existence.

'Do Edward and Leona know about him?' Victor thought to himself
and felt it was very likely that the two of them didn't know about their
older brother. After all, knowing his friends, he was sure they would've
talked about it to Victor, even if it was casually, without saying
anything on werewolf matters.

'That old man, did he just go around making children with any
werewolf woman he found?' Victor had a feeling that was entirely
possible since that old man had the same playboy feeling he felt from
his friend Andrew.

"..." When Victor fell into his thoughts, the people around him
were still watching cautiously, and curiously, this was the first time
they had seen a Count in person, so they were dying of curiosity!

But they know they shouldn't exaggerate too much, considering
Counts are known to be beings that can easily lose control and
destroy a country.

Victor looked at Eddy and asked, 



"Hey, little fox. Do you have more drinks of other flavors?"

"…Eh?" Eddy was taken aback, but he quickly said, "I do."

"Good. I want more drinks." Victor was curious about the tastes of
the drinks.

"Okay." Eddy, as an excellent professional, started to make
several drinks for Victor.

Victor, "About the payment-." He was about to say something, but
Esther suddenly said:

"It's on the house."

"...Oh?" Victor looked at Esther with a curious expression as the
woman walked over to Victor's vacant side and sat on the bench.

"You can take anything, and nothing will be charged." She felt like
she would be fucked over later if Ruby found out that she demanded
anything from her husband.

"...." Johnny and everyone else squinted a little when they heard
Esther's words. Isn't that some very special treatment?

They couldn't help but think about it.

"How nice of you, Witch." Victor flashed a small smile.

"That's the least I can do for someone of your status." She
flashed a small smile.

[Hmm... Hmm.] Kaguya was feeling satisfied. [As expected, this
woman is a good person.]

[Like I said, don't sell yourself easily because someone praised
our master!] Bruna was irritated again.

[Kaguya is cheap...] Eve agreed with Bruna.



[I'm not!] Kaguya spoke in a cold tone

"..." Victor was silent, he was feeling strange that someone had
treated him 'specially', this was the first time he felt it so clearly, but it
wasn't a bad feeling.

"..." The audience that knew Johnny looked at the man with a
slight look of disdain.

"... So when it's a Count in person, the White Wolf doesn't have
the same courage as always." Someone spoke in contempt when they
saw Johnny's passive attitude, as this person was clearly wanting to
see this circus burn.

"Indeed, indeed." A man agreed with his partner and said:

"Yes, I thought he would attack Count Alucard like he did
Countess Scathach's daughter."

"!!!" Eddy and Esther looked at the group with a panicked face,
while they had a look that said, you motherfuckers pay attention to
your mouth!

"Alucard-." Esther quickly tried to talk to Victor, but she froze
when she saw the man's face.

'His face disappeared...' She swallowed and unconsciously pulled
away from Victor.

"...Oh..." A dark pressure descended throughout the
establishment.

People fell to the ground, they felt as if the gravity of the place
was increased several times, people's faces turned pale with fear,
these beings' bodies froze in pure terror, they couldn't move!!

Just what is this man? Wrong, what is this monster!?

"..." Cold sweat started to run down Johnny's face.



Silently, Eddy started to back away from the counter. He just
couldn't stand Victor's face for long since he felt like something inside
him was going to break if he continued.

Victor set his wineglass on the counter and looked at Johnny.

Gulp.

Johnny swallowed hard when he saw Victor's face:

"Tell me, is this story true?" Victor asked. Wrong, he ordered.

Johnny would deny it, but it was pretty apparent that Victor had
already decided this story was true.

"I-..." Before Johnny could respond, people heard the voice:

"Johnny, what's going on?"

"..." Everyone, including Victor, looked at the woman who spoke.

And then they saw an adult woman who was wearing a black
dress that highlighted her curvy body.

"Roberta-..." Johnny was going to tell Roberta to get out of this
place as quickly as possible, but he froze when he saw Victor standing
in front of the woman.

'When did he get to that place!?'

Victor stared at the woman. She had a seductive aura around her
and that, at the same time, held melancholy.

The woman lifted her face a little and looked at Victor's face
without fear:

"Ara, you have a pretty face..." She smiled vacantly as she looked
at Victor with empty eyes.



Victor's eyes twitched for a few seconds but then returned to
normal:

"..." Victor lightly touched the woman's face and lifted her head,
as he looked deeply into the woman's eyes:

"Your eyes..." Victor seemed to have noticed something, "Your
violet eyes are just like my wife's."

Unlike Elizabeth, who also had violet eyes, Victor felt nothing
when he looked into Roberta's eyes, and he didn't feel a sense of
'familiarity'. He didn't feel that same feeling that he knew those eyes
held, though it was a similar feeling he now recognizes when he looks
at this woman.

And he also noticed something, this woman, she had the same
silhouette of that chaotic aura that he saw before coming down to this
place.

"She must be a lucky woman to have you as her husband." The
woman spoke with a 'gentle' smile.

Victor ignored the woman and asked, "What's your name, witch?"
Despite having heard the name of Johnny's wife, Victor still asked
since he wanted to hear it straight from the woman's mouth.

"...?" Esther's eyes twitched a little, was she harboring another
witch and didn't know? Did she go blind?

It may seem strange, but Esther trusted Alucard's judgment,
despite knowing him for a few seconds.

Why did she trust him?

Well, he discovered Eddy's secret like it was no big deal, and she
made sure to put in several wards to hide Eddy's race, and yet… This
man found out.

She didn't know how, but this man had something that could look



past deception.

"Roberta." The moment she said that Victor saw something in the
woman's aura, and, just for a few seconds, the woman's aura seemed
to have split in two, one chaotic and one human.

"Interesting..." Victor's smile grew a little, "Interesting indeed."

"Grr..." Seeing Victor too close to Roberta, Johnny started to get
irritated, the sense of protecting what is precious to him started to
trigger, and he saw Victor as an enemy.

Hair began to grow on Johnny's body, and slowly, he began to
transform into his werewolf form.

"..." Victor looked out of the corner of his eye at Johnny and spoke
in a voice that sent shivers through everyone around him:

"Stay, dog."

"..." Johnny couldn't move, he was paralyzed.

"If you move, you die. If you bark, you die. If you dare to leave this
place, you die." It was a warning that completely pierced Johnny's
entire being.

Victor didn't give a damn if this man was Adam's son. Yes, he
may lose Adam's friendship, maybe Leona and Edward, but...

He didn't care, he needed to understand what this man did to his
wife, and depending on what happened, there's only one fate... Death.

That never changed. Even Maria, who spent a lot of time with the
group, would die if it wasn't for Sasha.

Victor has no mercy.

Especially when he gets angry.



And why is he acting like this if he's not even sure what that man
said was true?

He didn't need to be sure. Esther, Eddy, and Johnny's hesitation
was all the certainty he needed.

In that little second, the aforementioned ones acted as if they
were trying to hide something.

He doesn't know the details, but he does know that this man
attacked his wife, and he needs to know what happened and why
Ruby didn't say anything to him.

But first…

Victor looked back at Roberta and looked into the woman's violet
eyes:

"...Tell me, are you awake?" He asked a question.

"...?" She cutely turned her face, "What are you talking about? I'm
awake, look I'm awake now, right?" She completely misunderstood
Victor's question.

"... Hmm." Victor seemed to be thinking about something.

"What is your real name?" he asked with his eyes glowing blood
red.

Roberta seemed to freeze and said:

"Roberta." In a monotone.

"..." Victor again saw her aura split in two and return to normal. It
was as if it was done unconsciously like she was rejecting that name.

'...This woman...' Victor narrowed his eyes a little, he more or less
could understand what was happening, but at the same time, he didn't
understand anything. The only thing he knew was...



This woman is in a similar situation to his Maid, with the only
difference being that she seems to be in a much deeper abyss.

Much deeper, an abyss few could understand.

"Eve." Victor called someone.

Soon a maid with long black hair steps out of his shadow.

"Yes, My Master."

"What do you think of her?" Victor pointed at Roberta.

"..." Eve looked at Roberta.

"...?" Roberta woke up from her stupor and realized she was
Charmed by the man in front of her, as she made an annoyed face:

"You don't need to charm me with your power, just ask me
something, and I'll answer, no need to be rude." She seemed to pout.

"Oh?" Victor liked the woman's courage a little.

After observing the woman's entire body, Eve spoke:

"Is she thick?"

"...." An even greater silence fell on the place.

And a thought popped into everyone's head.

Just what's going on? What is this man trying to do!?

"...That's not what I'm talking about..." Victor's face returned to
normal, and he facepalmed.

"...Ugh. This place stinks." Eve cupped her nose as she brushed
something away with her foot.



She was disgusted with this place and, for some reason, wanted
to throw up. 'I want to go back to the master's shadow, but the master
called me… Hmm… This woman, she is strange… Well, I'm hungry.'

Maid's thoughts were all random.

"..." Esther's eyes narrowed a little when she heard what Eve
said.

Victor's aura seemed to diminish, and soon everyone could
breathe again.

Victor looked at Johnny:

"Where did you find her?"

"Grr, that's none of your-."

Victor appeared in front of Johnny and lifted him by the neck:

"That wasn't a question." His eyes began to glow blood red:

"Answer me."

Johnny is paralyzed like a robot, his eyes start to glow blood red,
and soon he starts talking:

"I do not know."

"…Huh…?"

Victor made an annoyed face:

"Are you lying to me?"

"I am not."

"???" Question marks began to appear in Esther, Eddy, and
Victor's heads.



"What the fuck is going on here?" Victor dropped Johnny to the
floor.

He looked at Esther, "Witch, do you know something?"

"...?" Esther looked at Victor as she put her hand on her chin and
started to think, "Hmm, I remember she showed up with Johnny…
Hmmmm?"

"I can't remember." Esther made a strange face, she looked at
Eddy:

"Eddy?"

"…Hmm, I remember when Jinsei showed up, she was together
with Jinsei?" Eddy started to think and tried to remember when this
woman had appeared, but he couldn't.

"Hmm?" Eddy looked the most confused of all. How could he not
know anything? He was something of a best friend to Johnny, and he
knew almost everything about the man's life, but why couldn't he
remember this woman?

"...Do you have no memories of how this woman got here?" Victor
looked at the group unbelievably. Are they trying to trick him?

But from the look on the group's eyes, Victor understood that they
weren't trying to trick him.

"..." Victor, Eddy, Esther, and even Johnny, who had recovered,
looked at Roberta with a strange look.

Roberta just showed a kind smile and said:

"Ara? What's happening? Why are you looking at me like that?"
she asked seductively.

"..." Victor looked at Johnny with a neutral gaze and pointed at the
woman with his finger.



"She's your lover or fuck friend or something, correct? Do you
remember fucking her?"

"..." Everyone was silent. Can't you be a little more gentle with
words!? Everyone wanted to speak but remained silent.

"…Hmm, I remember last night she and I went to the bedroom,
but… Huh?" Johnny made a strange face:

"I just remember waking up the other day."

Victor looked at Johnny with an unbelievable look.

'Seriously, what the fuck is going on here? And why do I always
get myself into strange situations? Perhaps, I should contain my
curiosity more.'

.....
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Chapter2 Chapter 208: An innocent smile.
Currently, Lost Club.

Victor was sitting on an ice throne, resting his head on his hand
as he looked at the four people in front of him, while next to him were
Kaguya and Eve.

Bruna, his other Maid, was at the door guarding it and preventing
any of Esther's employees from entering that place.

Victor was bored, and he really just wanted to go home now and
rest. He wasn't tired either mentally or physically; he just wanted to
sleep and be lazy after a 'long' day...

But now, he was sitting here looking at this group of four people
with an annoyed look.

One man was the 'lost' eldest son of Adam, his college professor,
and the father of his childhood friends.

A woman who was a rather suspicious clandestine witch,
apparently this woman may be involved in some plan of his wives that
Victor doesn't care about figuring out.

After all, if it was something Victor needed to know, his wives
would tell him.

The other man was a bartender who was a very peculiar species.

And... The reason Victor was here, the woman who was a mature
beauty.

Victor was like a cat, with infinite curiosity, and sometimes
because of that curiosity, he would end up in this kind of situation.
Was he interested?



Yes, he wanted to know what this weird 'feeling' was. His curiosity
was screaming at him to know about it, but at the same time, he
wanted to be home with his wives or probably go to sleep until
tomorrow.

'Although… I probably wouldn't sleep…' Victor chuckled inwardly
when he thought of Violet.

"..." Sensing the silence in the room, Victor started the
conversation.

"First." He raised his finger and then looked at Johnny as he
wanted to recap what people had told him so far.

After the small event at the bar, Victor called everyone to Esther's
office and asked the woman to explain everything that had happened
between Johnny and Ruby.

"Did you attack my wife and get beaten?" That's what he'd
understood, and he couldn't help but flash a sneer at Johnny while
feeling pride for Ruby.

"..." Johnny's eyes twitched a little. He didn't lose! He was just
caught off guard because he underestimated her a little.

"Yes, that is correct." Esther replied, "He lost completely."

"..." Woman, why are you confirming so quickly? That was the
face Johnny was making now.

'And why can't I be myself when I'm in front of him? What's this
oppressive feeling?'

Johnny couldn't understand. Despite being a vampire count, he's
a younger vampire, right?

Why does he feel... so oppressive? Why does his gaze make
Johnny's instincts trigger like crazy?



Johnny couldn't understand why this man was so scary...

'Maybe it's because of that face?' He thought to himself, but he
decided no, he thought it was because of something else he didn't
understand.

'It's the same feeling when I was looking at Anderson.' He thought
the two men were quite similar.

Johnny didn't like it. He didn't like feeling this helplessness.

He suddenly blinked and found himself surrounded by absurdly
strong people, but what the fuck was going on here?

"Oh..." Victor's smile grew. For Victor, that was music to his ears.

'So that's why Ruby didn't tell me anything, he wasn't worth
mentioning, huh?'

Internally, Victor was disappointed since he expected the old
man's son to be stronger, but if he lost completely to Ruby, he wasn't
even worth Victor's time.

What Victor didn't know was that Ruby didn't say anything
because she didn't want Victor to turn this place into a sea of fire. Just
like her mother, Victor tended only to hear the first words and
immediately jump to a conclusion.

"And this woman..." Victor looked at Roberta, who all this time
had a smile on her face, "I mean, this witch."

"Who is she?"

"Roberta..."

"Hmm?" Victor looked at the woman.

"Don't call me Woman or Witch. I have a name, did you know?"
She flashed a gentle smile.



"..." Victor looked at the woman with a look that said, 'I don't care'.

"..." Johnny narrowed his eyes when he saw how Roberta spoke
to Victor. It was very different from what he was used to.

'Accustomed? Has Roberta talked to other people besides Jinsei,
Judy and Jessica?' Even Johnny didn't seem to fully understand his
situation.

His mind was confused, and he was doubting his 'mark', and his
memories now, 'who was this woman? He thought as she looked at
Johnny.

"Johnny?" Roberta looked at Johnny with a kind look.

'...Oh, she's Roberta.' Johnny seemed to have remembered a lot
of things now.

"..." Victor narrowed his eyes when he saw Johnny's reaction.

"That's what I want to know. I've already checked several times
with my magic, but is she just a normal human?" Esther was feeling
confused, and at the same time, cautious, "And that's impossible; how
can a normal human mess with our memories?"

As an ancient witch, Esther knew that this was no feat an ordinary
person could do.

"...Hmm, Count Alucard..."

Victor stopped looking at Roberta and looked at Eddy, "What?"

"Why is your Maid staring at me with a look that can crucify my
body? To be honest, it's scary." Eddy looked cautiously at Kaguya.

"...?" Victor looked at Kaguya, who was staring at Eddy with a
death glare, as she seemed to be watching the man's every move.

"... Hmm... Just forget about her." Victor didn't know what to say



either, so he ignored it.

"... Okay." Eddy was silent again and just let himself be watched
by this Maid...

Victor looked at the muscular man again:

"Jonathan Lykos, son of Adam Lykos."

"...?" Johnny looked at Victor.

"What is she to you?" Victor directly asked a personal question.

"She is my wife, I marked her." He spoke in a neutral tone, but
unlike before, his voice was filled with affection, however, his voice
sounded more…artificial?

"..." Victor narrowed his eyes sternly. He wasn't enjoying this at
all.

"Jonathan, what is she to you?" This time, he asked, his eyes
glowing blood red.

"..." Johnny seemed to freeze for a few seconds, "I don't know."

"..." Everyone fell silent again and looked at the woman with a
wary look, except for Victor, who had a neutral face, and Johnny, who
woke up from his stupor now.

"Ara, why are you looking at me like that?" She asked with the
same gentleness but at the same time had a lifeless look.

"..." Victor's smile widened a little when he saw the woman's
chaotic aura leave her body and quickly come back.

"…Johnny, just what kind of trouble have you brought to this
place?" Esther spoke in an annoyed tone.

"What are you talking about, Woman? I didn't bring anything."



"..." Does he still have the courage to misunderstand? Veins
started popping in Esther's head.

"Witch, why did you approach Johnny?" Victor asked.

Hearing Victor's voice, the woman looked at Victor:

"I didn't approach him, he saved me from an incident in the past."
She spoke in a gentle and completely honest tone.

"..." Victor looked at Johnny to confirm this story.

"Is the story she told true?" he asked with his charm.

"... I do not know."

"..." Silence descended on the room again.

'As expected...' Victor seemed to have learned something, and a
feeling of impatience grew inside him.

"Tsk, annoying."

Suddenly, a frightening pressure fell around everyone, and Victor
appeared in front of Roberta. If he couldn't understand the woman, he
would kill her!

That's what it looked like on Victor's face.

"This madman!" Magic circles glowed in Esther's hand, but she
wasn't fast enough, and in the end, she just used her power to protect
the building.

"Stop-." Before Johnny could do anything, Victor hit the woman in
the face.

BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!

An explosion of air happened that threw everyone away, except



for Kaguya and Eve, who remained in the same place.

"... Pfft..." Unconsciously, Victor almost laughed.

"..." A sight that shocked everyone was seen.

An invisible barrier stopped Victor's punch inches from the
woman's face.

"Crazy bastard-." Esther was going to complain that Victor was
going to damage her establishment, but she stopped when she saw
that the woman was okay.

Victor withdrew his fist from the small invisible barrier and looked
at the woman. For a moment, the woman's eyes seemed to be
glowing violet, but soon that gaze died, and she returned to her gentle
expression.

"Ara? That was a little rude… But it's okay… I liked it a little…"
She spoke in a low voice to the final part.

"...HAHAHAHAHA." He couldn't take it anymore!

"..." Everyone felt a chill down their spines when they heard
Victor's laugh, except his Maids, of course. Why was he laughing like
he's having so much fun? What's the fun!?

Why was Victor laughing? It's simple, the moment he attacked the
woman, a spirit left the woman's body, and that spirit created a barrier
in front of the woman and protected her.

It was just a few seconds, but with Victor's reaction time, those
few seconds felt like an eternity.

The spirit didn't have very distinctive features yet, as it appeared
to be incomplete, but Victor could see that it was the spirit of a
woman, and that spirit had violet colored eyes.

Yes, the only visible feature of this spirit was the violet eyes.



"Alucard, you madman, what are you doing!?"

"Stop being a pussy, Johnny. Do you even understand what is
happening now?"

"Huh?"

"...No wonder you were so easily deceived." Victor sighed, was
this really that man's son?

"You, Woman." Victor pointed at Roberta.

"Me?" Roberta pointed to herself.

"You are coming with me."

"Huh!?" Johnny and Eddy didn't understand this sudden decision.

"Hmm… If you guarantee my safety, I'll go with you." She didn't
deny Victor's invitation.

"...Woman, please. If you're not safe by my side, you're not safe
anywhere." Victor rolled his eyes. He could more or less understand
what happened now, he actually attacked to kill the woman, but
something powerful protected the woman.

For a brief second, Victor felt the same sensation as he looked at
the old man in Mizuki's body.

'A heroic spirit or something like that...' That was the only
conclusion he could come to.

Initially, he'd thought the woman's situation was similar to Eve's,
but it wasn't. The situation is completely different; the feeling was
completely different.

"Ara, I like that confidence."

"Wait, Roberta-." Johnny was going to say something, but



suddenly he felt something disappearing from Roberta.

Johnny's werewolf mark faded, and slowly all existing 'feelings',
and Johnny's existing memories of Roberta faded away as if it were all
an illusion.

Roberta walked up to Victor and flashed a gentle smile.

"Please take care of me, Count Alucard."

"Sure." Victor undid his throne and walked towards the exit.

"W-Wait, Alucard."

"Hmm?"

"Why are you taking this unknown woman with you? Is she not
dangerous?"

"..." Victor's smile grew.

"Isn't that the best part?"

Roberta's smile seemed to grow a little in satisfaction.

"..." Esther was speechless.

"If she's at least 10% of what I think she is, she could be a good
opponent in the future, and I can't wait for that."

'She can become a Maid too, but… I need to think a little before
making this decision.'

"..." Esther's brain stopped working since she just couldn't
understand Victor's thought process.

"But-."

"Bitch, please. You're not my mother, and I do what I want. If I



want her, I'll take her." Victor looked at Roberta:

"She doesn't seem to be going against her wishes either."

"..." Roberta only displayed a kind face.

Isn't that stupid!! Ruby will kill me if she finds out you took this
woman from this place!! She really wanted to scream it, but she
couldn't.

"Anyway, I'll see you later."

Suddenly Victor stopped walking and looked at Johnny, "Oh
Johnny, say hello to your father for me... Oya?" Victor looked at
Johnny, who seemed to be in a catatonic state, and then he fell to the
ground unconscious.

"Johnny!?" Eddy quickly went to help his friend.

"What happened to him?"

"He is in a coma." She spoke in a neutral tone with an uncaring
look.

"Huh?"

"It's a side effect of implanting false memories. His soul will
recover soon, I think in two weeks, he's as new as a sheet of paper
that just came out of the store."

"Oh..." Victor's eyes seemed to twitch a little.

Noticing Victor's concern, the woman said,

"Ara, that doesn't work on you, Alucard."

"..."

"Your soul is... Incredibly strong, your willpower is unyielding."



She continued with the same gentle smile.

"Kaguya, Eve, and Bruna return to my shadow." Victor spoke
aloud without looking away from the woman.

"Yes, Master." The two closest spoke at the same time, and soon
they entered Victor's shadow, while a shadow that was behind the
door seemed to enter Victor's shadow.

"Kaguya, do you have any magic contracts yet?"

[I do not have any yet.]

"Buy a golden contract, we will put a collar on this Witch."

[That's a good idea.] Kaguya smiled, and soon she used her dark
power to go somewhere.

"..." Roberta's face grew a little annoyed.

"Why are you going to do this?"

"Huh? You're stupid, of course, because I don't trust you." Victor
had thought of doing this before when he decided to take the woman
with him, but now that he's seen the woman's power and she's
explained it herself, he was going to do it sooner. That was his top
priority.

"I will make a simple contract. If you use these powers on people
who I identify as 'forbidden', you will die. Simple, right?"

Despite being a petty man who liked to do whatever he wanted,
he would never waver in the safety of those close to him.

He was aware that bringing in a being who could implant false
memories in other people was extremely risky.

Because of that, he would take preemptive action.



First, he would make a strict contract with this woman, so if she
dared to use her power on anyone that Victor identifies as forbidden,
she would die.

Second, he'll assign someone to watch over her.

And third, most importantly, he would look for a way to awaken
whatever is inside this woman.

'I will plant a seed now, and in the future, I will reap… I can't wait
for the future.' Victor's smile grew wider.

"Hmm, that's true." Roberta shivered a little when she saw Victor's
smile, but it wasn't out of fear…

"Come on, we've got somewhere to stop by first." Victor wouldn't
go straight home just yet, since he would wait for Kaguya.

"Yes…" Roberta looked at the group that was looking at her with
a dumbfounded look and said,

"See you later, little fox, and your lover… Oh, and you too, little
wolf." She flashed a small innocent smile and then followed after
Victor.

What Victor didn't know is that this little careless action in
'hoarding' this woman with the intention of fighting her in the future
caused a terrible fate for a certain group of beings.

Beings who spent their entire lives cursing Alucard's name,
beings who feared the name of Alucard, the one who harbored the
witch of envy.

But that was a story for another time.

...
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Chapter3 Chapter 209: Something is
challenging Heaven, and it's not Lucifer.

When Victor left the Lost Club, a little chaos ensued.

"Sigh… I thought this place would disappear." Someone spoke
when they saw Victor's back from afar.

"Glad he's gone... As expected, a visit from a Count is never a
good thing."

"Indeed, indeed. I thought we were all going to die because of
these two idiots." A woman spoke up while looking at the two men
who talked about Ruby out loud.

Victor was being treated as a bad omen…

"What?"

"Why did you say that?" Someone seemed to growl at the two
men.

"But isn't it true?" The man said sincerely, "Johnny is funny." He
spoke with disdain.

"Indeed, when it's with someone weaker, he's got the attitude of
an 'alpha male', but when it's with a vampire Count or someone
stronger than him, he is quiet like a docile dog." His friend spoke.

"Pathetic." The two spoke at the same time.

"..." The crowd that knew Johnny couldn't help but agree with the
two men's thoughts, but...

"While this is true, don't put us in the crossfire!"



"...Well, we didn't know he would react like that, I heard a rumor
that he was related to Clan Scarlett, but I thought it was a normal
relationship."

"Idiot! If he is a disciple of Scathach, of course, he gets along well
with that woman's daughters! Of course, he would react like that! Use
your head a little!" A woman screamed in annoyance since she almost
lost her life because of these two idiots!

"...Oh." They opened their mouths in shock. For some reason,
they thought that the woman's words made sense.

"...Wait, wasn't that woman Johnny's lover?"

"..." as if something had clicked in everyone's mind, a big smile
started to appear on their faces.

"Johnny the White wolf got a green hat…"

"Pfft…." Someone almost laughed.

A short woman spoke in an innocent voice,

"Although, for an alpha wolf, he didn't do the job properly."

"HAHAHAHAHAHAH!" Everyone couldn't take it anymore and
started laughing.

"I'm jealous of Johnny, must be nice to get NTR from a Count
Vampire..." Someone spoke in a low voice.

"..." As if a supernatural entity had cut off all sound in the bar,
people looked at the man who said this with a slightly wary look.

"What?"

"..." Nobody said anything and just looked at the man.

…



The next day.

After Kaguya came back with the magic contract, Victor made a
basic contract with Roberta. Despite it being a basic contract, Victor
put in several small clauses to prevent any possible harm to people he
identified as 'forbidden'.

Simply and straightforwardly, Roberta's contract with Victor was:

"You can fuck, burn, and destroy the whole world, or whatever
you want, but don't fuck with the people I point out as forbidden."

Needless to say, Roberta's smile at that moment was something
Victor greatly appreciated, while he seemed quite satisfied with the
clauses.

But everything wasn't all flowers and rainbows, despite Roberta's
'gentle' personality, since for some reason, this woman couldn't get
along with Bruna or Sasha.

Victor didn't understand why the two women didn't like Roberta,
but he assumed that must be because of their personalities.

Ruby didn't have much of an opinion on the matter, while she just
stared at Victor with a look colder than the North Pole, and her face
said:

'Again?'

The same could be said of Scathach and Violet.

They both didn't like that he brought another woman into the
house, even though that woman wasn't one of his.

And what did Victor do at that moment?

When he saw that the women were upset?

He turned around and said:



"I'm going to sleep, do you want to come?"

"..." A silence fell over the place.

And the women looked at each other and nodded, and in the
end... He ended up in this situation.

Victor was lying on an unnecessarily large bed with five women
around him.

Wait... What?

Five!?

Victor, who had already awakened from his sleep, looked around
and saw Violet, Ruby, and Sasha as they came into the world.

That's normal. He always slept with his wives like that, since
when he was younger, he couldn't sleep if he wasn't completely naked
or just in his underwear, but...

Why are they here?

"Hmmm..." A long golden-haired woman who was the way she
came into the world was sleeping on Victor's chest along with another
golden-haired woman. Despite being very similar to one of his wives,
Victor knew that this woman was not his wife.

"Ugh..." Victor looked at whoever gave that groan and saw two
red heads the way they came into the world as they were sleeping in
Victor's arms.

'Scathach, I can understand a little, but what about this woman?
When did she get here?' Victor thought as he looked at one of the
blonde-haired women.

"Darling..." Victor looked away and saw Violet, who looked like
she possessively took his left side all to herself.



"..." He flashed a gentle smile when he saw Violet's sleepy face.

One of the golden-haired women seemed to wake up and looked
at Victor.

"Oya…? You woke up?"

Victor narrowed his eyes when he saw the woman's innocent
smile:

"Woman, what are you doing?"

"...I'm sleeping with my beloved daughter." She responded with
the same smile.

"..." Victor had no words to say otherwise. After all, technically,
she was sleeping with her daughter...

The woman got up slowly, quite sensually, as if she was trying to
provoke someone.

"Hmm?" Victor stared at the woman's breasts blatantly with a
strange look.

"Are you using that power?"

"...yeah."

"You do not need to."

"Oh...? Why don't I?"

"You are already very beautiful as you normally are, you don't
need to use that power for that."

"..." The woman's smile seemed to grow distorted for a few
seconds but quickly returned to normal, and she spoke:

"I see... In that case." As if by magic, the woman's breasts began



to shrink to her natural size, which was a B-cup.

"What do you think?"

"Good," Victor spoke honestly.

Natashia's smile grew a little, and she wouldn't lie that she liked
what Victor said.

"..." An awkward silence fell around them, and as if by fate, the
women around Victor began to wake up.

And the first of them was Scathach and Ruby.

"... Hmm? Natashia?"

"Sup, Scathach." For a moment, Natashia looked like a teenager
greeting her friend.

"..."

Sasha stood up groggily and looked at the golden-haired woman
who looked a lot like her.

"... Hmm? Clone?" She still looked like she was sleeping, but
upon understanding who this person was in front of her, her eyes
widened:

"M-Mother!? What are you doing here!?"

"Sleeping with you?" Natashia spoke with a happy smile.

"…Eh…?" Sasha was taken a bit by surprise at the honesty of the
woman's words, and she couldn't help but flash a small, happy smile,
but that smile soon died when she realized something:

"I'm not sleeping alone! And why are you naked!?"

"You know I always slept naked, and I didn't realize you were with



other people, I arrived tired from my trip and just went to rest with my
beloved daughter."

"Bullshit."

"Hahahaha, don't worry about small details, come here and give
me a hug, I missed you." Natashia quickly hugged her daughter.

"E-Eh!?" Despite being taken by surprise.

"..." Ruby, who saw all this, just looked at Sasha with a look that
said, 'Welcome to the club.'

'Now someone will feel my pain... Now someone will understand
my pain.' She thought as she looked at her mother, who was looking
at Natashia with a slightly annoyed look.

... She was still a little groggy too.

"..." Victor just remained silent as he enjoyed the sight of various
breasts of different sizes in front of him.

"… whatever." Scathach suddenly spoke while looking at
Natashia, and then she lay down on Victor's arm and snuggled into his
chest.

'Better...'

"..." Victor's smile grew a little when he saw Scathach's attitude.

'This Bitch...' Natashia's eyes twitched a little when she saw
Scathach's attitude.

'Unfortunately, I can't do that yet, I've already passed my limits
entering his room.' She was an Alpha predator and knew when to
attack and when to retreat.

"..." Ruby looked at her mother's attitude with a neutral gaze.



Seeing the small satisfied smile on her mother, a smile she rarely
saw during her childhood, Ruby thought:

'Whatever.' And then climbed on top of Victor while she pushed
Sasha and Natashia away and lay on his chest.

Soon she closed her eyes. Ruby has always been a lazy person
in the morning, and she was too lazy to use her brain or think of
something complicated.

"...M-Mother, stop." Sasha was so busy with her mother's
embarrassing actions, hugging her naked in front of her husband that
she didn't even realize her place was taken.

"Hahaha, stop resisting and come here," Natashia spoke as she
suddenly pulled Sasha to her chest area and lay on the other side of
the bed.

"...Mother?" Sasha looked up.

"Just stay like that for a moment..." Natashia spoke in a gentle
tone as she hugged Sasha a little tighter.

"..." Sasha was feeling strange since she had never received this
kind of affection from her mother, but... It wasn't bad...

"Are you okay...?" She asked in a low voice as she hugged Sasha
a little closer.

"...Yes?" Sasha didn't seem to understand that Natashia was
talking about the incident that someone had tried to ambush her.

"..." Natashia displayed a gentle little smile when she realized that
Victor had protected her daughter:

"That's good..." She sniffed her daughter's hair a little.

"Mother...?"



"This is really, really good..."

Natashia looked like she didn't want to say anything else and just
closed her eyes.

"..." Victor, who was watching all this, displayed a small, gentle
smile and felt satisfied.

"Darling... I can't sleep, you're poking my belly..." Ruby spoke in a
low tone with a bit of embarrassment.

"..." Victor looked at Ruby and spoke with a strange smile:

"Come up a little further, then."

"... Okay." Ruby crawled a little farther forward, and soon Victor's
firmness rose to the heavens and touched Ruby's important spot.

"Better?"

"... Of course not." She replied with a bit of embarrassment, "But
it's not nudging me anymore. I can sleep now..."

Victor felt something wet his younger brother, and with the same
strange smile, he said:

"Unfortunately, this is uncontrollable. After all, how can I be calm
with you on top of me?"

"...I see..." Ruby flashed a small smile and closed her eyes.

Victor sighed inwardly and looked up at the ceiling, and soon he
started counting sheep in an attempt to sleep.

A few minutes passed, his consciousness began to fall into a dark
abyss, and quickly, he slept.

...



"Master, Master." Someone seemed to be rocking Victor's body in
an attempt to wake him up.

"...Hmm..." Victor slowly opened his eyes and saw the faces of
Eve and Kaguya, who were very close to him.

"Master, you need to wake up, something has happened," Eve
spoke.

"... What happened?" Victor asked, a little groggy, and he also
realized he was alone in bed.

'Did I lose track of time?' Victor thought to himself, 'Why didn't
anyone wake me up?'

"Former Countess Natashia and Lady Anna have met." Kaguya
dropped the bombshell, and as if not satisfied, she dropped two more
bombs, "She's talking to Roberta, Bruna, and Scathach too."

BOOOOOOOOOM!

"!!!" All of Victor's drowsiness disappeared as if it had never been
there, and he got to his feet.

"Whoaaa, big..."

Victor ignored Eve and walked towards his wardrobe.

Eve's eyes seemed glued to Victor's instrument, as she looked
quite curious. She wanted to touch and caress to know how he felt.

'So this is a man's sexual organ... It's different from books.' Eve
thought, and somehow, slowly, she began to have an urge to-.

Slap!

Kaguya slapped Eve's head.

Eve's thoughts were interrupted, and she held her head:



"Ouch." Eve looked at Kaguya with a slightly irritated look.

"Don't stare too much." Kaguya warned in a strict tone.

"Why?" Eve didn't understand.

"It's disrespectful." As a professional Maid, you must serve your
master and have no cravings for him! As expected, she is still a long
way from being a proper Maid.

"..." Eve gave her a look that showed she didn't understand.

"Why is it disrespectful?" She didn't seem to understand.

"..." Kaguya facepalmed. She forgot that the woman still doesn't
have common sense, so she looked at Eve and spoke.

"I'll explain later."

"... Okay."

Victor suddenly stopped pacing and stared at his wardrobe with a
thoughtful gaze.

'It will take a long time for me to change.' He looked at Kaguya
and flashed a small smile.

"Kaguya, work your magic." Victor raised both arms as if in an act
of provocation, but he was just opening his arms for Kaguya to dress
him.

"..." Eve unconsciously stared at Victor's younger brother again,
but soon she stopped staring at his younger brother when she saw
Kaguya's reaction.

Kaguya's smile grew, and she disappeared into the darkness,
then she passed Victor, and in less than a second, the man's entire
body was already dressed in his usual suit.



"Done." Kaguya spoke while her eyes seemed to be shining.

"Umu! As expected of you, a perfect job as always." Victor
displayed a gentle smile and stroked Kaguya's head.

"..." Kaguya's body trembled as she displayed a small
imperceptible smile.

"..." Eve's eyes went cold, and she thought, 'What about having
no desires for your master?'

...
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Chapter4 Chapter 210: Come, my son. Tell
your mother.

Chapter 210: Come, my son. Tell your mother.

'I definitely shouldn't let my husband come to this place.' Anna
thought as she looked at the three women in front of her.

Boing, Boing.

A vein popped in Anna's head.

'Ruby's mother, I can understand, but where did this woman with
long black hair and violet eyes come from, and who is this woman
wearing such a tight maid uniform?' Anna didn't know what to think.

Honestly, she just went to sleep, and when she woke up, three
more strange women appeared.

A maid with a seductive body.

An older woman with a 'gentle' atmosphere, with a body that
rivaled the maids'.

And this woman with long golden hair.

"...just, you're my husb-... Cough, you're Victor's mother."
Natashia spoke with a gentle smile.

Another vein popped in Anna's head, 'Woman, were you just
going to call Victor your husband just now?'

"Yes, and you are?"

"My name is Annasthashia Fulger, I am Sasha's mother."



"...Oh."

'Another mother-in-law!? Wait, and why did this woman almost
call my son her husband?' Anna's face darkened as she thought of
something.

'Don't tell me he's with his wives' mothers too?' Anna felt like her
world was breaking apart.

"And who are you two?" Anna asked in a neutral tone.

"I belong to my master..." Bruna showed a small, gentle smile.

Anna looked at Roberta, "And you?"

"Ara, I have a contract with Victor. He will teach me various
things, and in return, I will 'fight' him." Roberta spoke with a seductive
smile.

Of course, the 'fighting' Anna interpreted was in the sexual
sense...

Several veins started popping in Anna's head, and her face
wasn't pretty at all. She lowered her head a little, and her hair covered
her face.

Scathach's eyes twitched a little too, but she wasn't too worried.
After all, what the women said was true, one was Victor's Maid, and
the other was someone Victor picked up to help grow in order to fight
against in the future.

"..." Scathach looked at Roberta, seemingly sizing up the woman,
and after a few seconds, she thought:

'A rare talent.' She judged the woman to be talented, but she
couldn't tell what area the woman was good at. She would have to see
her struggling to know correctly, but she could tell by the woman's
body that she wasn't a warrior.



'But… Victor is really lucky to find talented people…'

Scathach stopped thinking about it and looked around, "…Hmm,
where are my daughters?"

"I saw them along with Ruby. Luna, Pepper, and Siena are also
there." Natashia spoke.

"Oh, so they must be helping out in the lab that Victor took."

"Laboratory...?" Natashia didn't understand.

"... It's a long story." Scathach was too lazy to explain.

In fact, Scathach was feeling weird. Ever since she'd arrived here,
she'd been feeling lazier and felt a lot more comfortable.

Normally, when she was a day or two out of training, she'd begin
to feel impatient or irritable. She was always itching to be active, but
here, she kind of didn't mind being lazy.

Strangely speaking, for the first time in a long time, she felt... at
peace...

'Although, I would feel much better if this woman wasn't here…'
Scathach looked at Natashia with a dangerous look.

"Oya?" Natashia flashed a small smile, "What's the problem,
Scathach?"

"Why did you walk into Victor's room naked?"

Crack!

"...I came to visit my daughter, and of course, I'm going to sleep
with her." Natashia spoke with a gentle smile.

"And what about you, Scathach? Why were you sleeping with him
naked too?"



Crack!

"Hmm? That's normal. I used to do that with him too, my daughter
is there too, so it's not a problem."

Crack!

"So by that logic, there's no problem since, in my case, I slept with
my daughter too, right?" Natashia showed a small smile.

"... I guess so?" Scathach thought it made sense, considering it's
not like she slept with Victor, right?

"...I'm jealous..." Bruna whispered in a low voice, with her eyes
glowing a little blood red.

Crack, crack, crack! BOOOOOOM!

Something completely broke, and that something was Anna's
patience.

Anna lifted her face, which was full of popping veins, as she took
a deep breath, and shouted in a voice that could rival Scathach:

"VICTOR, GET IN HERE NOW!"

"Ugh." Bruna, Roberta, and Natashia put their hands to their ears

"Oh?" Scathach flashed a small smile when she saw Anna's face.

...

"VICTOR, GET IN HERE NOW!"

"Shit, she's pissed off." Victor spoke with a neutral expression.

"Well... That's understandable. After all, Master keeps picking up
women like he's collecting pokemon."



"...I'm not collecting women like a pokemon..."

"..." Kaguya looked at Victor with a look that said, are you
serious?

"Master, think with me for a minute."

"Hmm?"

"In less than a week, you've brought Eve, Bruna, and Roberta
home with you. And all these aforementioned women are subjectively
beautiful in their own right.

"Eve is my Maid and a member of my clan." Which also meant
that she was the sole heir to 'Clan Alucard.'

"Bruna is my Maid too." Unlike Eve, Victor still hadn't given her his
Clan last name, so she was just a Maid he turned, having lower status
than Eve.

"Roberta is someone I picked up to fight against in the future."
Victor spoke after hearing what Kaguya said.

Kaguya ignored what Victor said and continued:

"And not to mention Sasha's mother, your mother-in-law, was
sleeping in your bed the way she came into the world."

"That's because she wanted to sleep with Sasha."

A small vein popped in Kaguya's head, "No normal woman would
sleep naked in a bed where the husband of her daughter was
sleeping! Not to mention his other wife, namely Ruby's mother, was
also there, his other mother-in-law!"

"...Oh."

"..." Kaguya facepalmed when she saw Victor's expression.



"But I did this stuff with Scathach when I was in Nightingale, so it's
fine... And Scathach is..." Victor flashed a gentle little smile before
continuing:

"Special."

"..." Eve and Kaguya were silent as they saw the atmosphere of
Victor.

"I see..." Kaguya seemed to understand something, and she said:

"You need to become stronger if you want that to happen,
Master."

"I know." Victor had a faint smile.

"… Master, did you forgive Natashia?" Kaguya was curious about
this as well. From what she understood of Victor's personality, he was
not a man who forgave easily.

Victor's face turned cold as ice, and he spoke:

"Of course not." And then he turned around, and as he walked
towards the exit of the room, he said:

"She needs to become a good woman, a good Clan leader, a
good mother, and she needs to get back everything she's lost. She
needs to give Sasha everything she hasn't given in my wife's 21 years
of life." Victor thought for a moment about the sight of Natashia
hugging his wife.

"Until that day comes... I will be watching her."

Victor took the handle and opened the door.

'The tears that Sasha shed will not be in vain.' Victor thought with
completely lifeless eyes.

"As expected... Master is a strict man." Kaguya laughed lightly



when she saw Victor leaving the room.

"A tough, strong man... Strong and big..." Eve seemed to be
falling into her thoughts again.

Kaguya's eyes glowed blood red for a moment and then:

Slap!

"Ouch!" Eve held her head again.

"Stop thinking about it!"

"How do you know what I was thinking!?"

"It's pretty obvious with that perverted smile!"

"Eh?"

...

In a room far away from the group, a woman and a tall man were
staring at each other. They were looking into each other's eyes as if
trying to understand each other's intentions.

And strangely, this woman and this man looked a lot alike.

"My Son." She said while glaring at him, before continuing,

"Spit it out, just how many daughters-in-law will I have?"

"..." Victor flashed a small smile. He really liked it when his mother
didn't beat around the bush and would get straight to the point.

After Victor went to the place where his mother was, Anna took
her son by the wrist and dragged him to a secluded room, and this
situation started to happen.

"Wrong question, Mother." Victor turned and sat on the sofa in the



bedroom.

"Hmm..." Anna thought about what she said, and soon she
understood:

"Just how many women do you have feelings for?"

"That's a good question." Victor's face turned a little sentimental,
and he said:

"Currently, I only love five women in my life."

"F-F-Five..." For some reason, she found it difficult to say the
word 'five.'

"I need to sit down for a while." She sat on the bed, calmed her
thoughts, and asked:

"So, who are they?"

"Violet, my little ice flower."

"Umu, understandable." Violet was a good girl.

"Sasha, my little piece of recklessness and cuteness."

"Umu, she's really cute sometimes."

"Ruby, the smartest woman I've ever met, and the one who hides
her feelings the most."

"Indeed, Indeed. She needs to talk more about herself." Anna
nodded.

"Scathach, the woman who taught me many things, and most of
all, taught me how to fight."

"Yes, Yes. She's... Wait, what." Anna looked at Victor with a look
of disbelief. She had had her suspicions, but now that her son



confirmed it, she was just in pure disbelief.

'Does he really want an Oyakodon?'

"Although for Scathach to accept me, I still have a long way to
go." Victor laughed when he thought of the troubled yet cute woman.

"Hold up, hold the donkey's balls."

"..." Victor was silent and waited for his mother.

"... Leaving aside the feelings of the people involved, will Ruby
accept this?" Anna didn't know how vampire relationships work, but
dating the daughter and the mother was inappropriate in any culture,
right?

Right!?

"I don't know, I haven't talked to her about it yet." Victor was
honest, but Ruby let her mom sleep with him naked in the same bed
she was in, so is that okay?

Victor shook his head, denying his thoughts. He knew things with
women were always more complicated; 'I should properly ask her
later.'

"I see... That's a good choice. Women's feelings can change the
same way we change panties."

"...That's pretty convincing coming from you." Victor flashed a
slight smile.

"..." Anna grew a gentle smile and continued:

"You should talk to her later."

"Of course."

"Good." Anna nodded in satisfaction when she heard her son's



instant response.

"So? Who is the fifth woman? As expected, it's your other mother-
in-law?" Now that Anna has stopped to think about it:

'Doesn't he just have two mothers-in-law that he likes? And what
about Violet's mother...? Don't tell me he's with her too?'

'... My son has three wives, and at the same time, he has the
mothers of these three wives... Hmm, isn't that a good title for a porn
book?' She had to make jokes to try to swallow all this nonsense she's
been hearing.

Seriously, what kind of man just took three mothers and the three
daughters of those mothers? Gigolo! Playboy.

... This woman has completely gone mad. He hasn't said anything
yet, okay?

"Hmm? Of course not. The fifth woman is you, Mother."

"…Eh?" All of Anna's thoughts died, and her brain stopped
working.

Looking at her son's blood-red eyes and her son's gentle smile.

Gulp.

Unconsciously, Anna pulled away from Victor's gaze a little.

But suddenly a wave of anger rose on her face:

"You bastard, since when do you have these feelings for me!?"

"Huh…? Of course, it's been since I was little. I love you, mom."

"S-Since young." For some reason, Anna was having a hard time
getting angry.



Anna started to think about the past and remembered the
memories she had with her son. Somehow, she could accept that her
son had feelings like that for her... Wait.

'This is Wrong! He is my son!'

"Look, Victor. I love your father, and I don't see you that way. And
I am your mother!" She spoke very seriously, with her cheeks a little
red.

"…Huh?" Victor turned his head without understanding.

"I know it can be hard, but I don't see you that way, okay?"

"You may be a vampire now, and it may not affect you, but I am
your mother!" Important things must be said twice.

"Woman, what are you talking about? Have you finally gone
crazy? Shall I welcome you to the club?"

"…Eh?" Anna made a shocked expression, looking like a goldfish
that didn't understand anything, as she looked at her son again:

"Didn't you say you love me?"

"Of course I love you. You are my mother."

"... Oh... So you love me like a son loves a mother?"

"Of course."

"..." A silence descended on the place, and slowly Anna's face
started to turn red.

'How confusing! Why do you keep creating misunderstandings!?'
She really wanted to curse at Victor right now.

"...Oh." Victor seemed to understand something.



He grew a small mocking smile, "Mother, you are watching a lot of
inappropriate things, your imagination is very fertile."

Her face turned completely red:

"S-Shut up!"

"What do you expect me to think after all that love-your-mother-in-
law nonsense!?" In Anna's mind, Victor had already broken all
possible taboos.

He liked his mother-in-law! So it was only natural that she would
think that he would also go after her. After all, she is beautiful!

What is incest for a vampire who can live for thousands of years?

This can no longer be called incest but 'WINCEST'.

...She's treating him like a sexual predator...

"That's why I say you should stop being on the internet. It's
because of seeing things you shouldn't that your mind has become
degenerate." Victor spoke as if he were a father teaching his daughter
the ways of life.

"I am not a degenerate! Fuck you!" She pointed her middle finger
at Victor.

"Pfft… HAHAHAHA." Victor laughed amusedly when he saw
Anna's embarrassed face.

"..." Anna's cheeks puffed out like a squirrel's, and soon she got
up from the bed and stomped on the floor in irritation:

"I'm out!" She couldn't stand being in this room any longer. She
felt like she would die of shame. How could she think of her son like
that!?

"Umu? Wait, where are you going, Mother?"



"I'm going back to my house!" She grabbed the door and left with
a bang.

BAAMMMMM!

"...But you're already at your house..." Victor said, and soon a
smug smile appeared on his face.

But that smile didn't last long as he remembered his mother's
embarrassed face.

"HAHAHAHAHAHHA~" He laughed a lot, like a child who enjoyed
teasing his mother.

...

[A/N: Stop... I already know what you're thinking about, I know
you, and you know yourself very well! This novel will not have incest,
this is just comedy... Comedy, OK!?]

....
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Chapter5 Chapter 211: A war of thousands of
years.

Natashia was walking through the basement of Victor's house
while looking around with curious eyes. Now you might wonder.

What is she doing?

She was exploring, of course!

She'd been walking all over the basement to memorize all the
places in Victor's home. She'd visited every corner of this place,
places like Ruby's lab, the room where Scathach's daughters were,
and Scathach's room that she hadn't visited.

And why didn't she? Because she had no interest!

And she was 100% sure that Scathach practically slept next to
Victor now, which, while very annoying from her point of view, was
also a good thing. Slowly but surely, Victor was reaching for the
strongest warrior's heart.

Just imagining the strongest warrior riding on Victor's instrument,
unconsciously, a slight feeling of satisfaction began to well up in
Natashia's heart.

After all, that hateful woman was very tyrannical in the past, so
she wanted to see this 'weak' version of Scathach as petty revenge.

Strangely, she didn't care about Scathach or Victor's other wives,
but when she thought about a strange woman having a relationship
with him, some complete stranger, her face would go completely
lifeless, hating the mere thought of it.

Now, she didn't care about Violet, Ruby, Scathach, and Sasha.



Why?

Because she knew the women mentioned, she knew the mothers
of the women, and the daughters were like the copies of the mothers,
so everything was ok! After all, everyone was in the family!

"How is it said even here in the U.S?..." She started to think and
soon found the correct word:

"Sweet Home Alabama!!" When everything is in the family,
everything becomes colorful like a rainbow!

…She was not making any sense anymore…

Natashia was about to enter a place she hadn't been to yet, so
Natashia looked at the sign above.

...

Interrogation room... [Can also be used for torture]

...

Seeing the name on the plate, Natashia's smile couldn't help but
raise a little since she was almost sure that that handwriting was from
one of Victor's wives. Now the question is which...

Maybe Ruby? I don't think so; she seems too serious to do that.

Maybe my daughter Sasha? Hmm... She crossed her arms and
started to think, and soon she understood that her daughter wasn't
someone who would care about that.

So what's left is Violet...

After giving some thought to Agnes' personality, she couldn't help
but think that Violet was the one who did it. Since if Violet was
anything like Agnes, which she most definitely was, then she also had
a bit of sadistic humor and tendencies.



Natashia looked down and saw something that made her eyes
glow red for a few seconds.

She saw Victor leaning against the wall with his arms crossed
across his chest. He had his eyes closed, and he seemed to be
waiting for someone.

The moment she saw Victor, Natashia's desire almost took hold
of her. She wanted to pick him up, take him to a room, and do this and
that with him! She would even kidnap-... Cough, invite her daughter to
participate too!

But as a former predator, she knew... Her old methods wouldn't
work on this man, which was why she liked him so much!

Of course, it was not just that. There was also that way he looked
at her like no man had done so before in her entire life.

Natashia's eyes were glowing blood red, and her breathing was in
chaos, as she was clearly not in good shape.

'... Oh no, I'm getting horny, I should calm down... calm down...
and respond with a natural smile... Yes! A natural smile.'

"Hus-…Cough, Victor, what are you doing here?" It was just, just
barely, that she almost called him her husband, and just barely, she
could manage a 'natural' smile.

"...?" Victor opened his eyes and looked at Natashia. Then,
seeing the distorted smile on the woman's face, "Oh? That's a good
smile." He chuckled a little, maybe she hadn't even noticed the smile
she had now.

"Eh...?" She touched her face and realized that she had failed to
make a natural face! But if he liked it, fine, right!?

RIGHT!?

"..." Victor's smile grew a little when he saw the woman all



confused, acting like she was a teenager who did something wrong,
but soon he returned to his neutral expression and said:

"I am here to support my wife."

"Which one?" Natashia's face displayed a confused expression.

"Sasha." He spoke in a simple tone and closed his eyes again.

"Oh?" Natashia walked to Victor's side and saw that he was next
to a door.

"Maria, he's there. He's all yours, do what you think is best."
Sasha spoke in a neutral tone that held a small hint of cruelty.

"Daughter?" She was curious about what was happening on the
other side, but just as she was going to touch the handle to open the
door.

Victor put his arm in front of her.

"Stop."

"Ara..." She looked at Victor with her eyes glowing blood red. She
stared into the man's eyes, "Why are you stopping me-." She was
going to ask why he was stopping her from going in.

But Victor interrupted, saying in a voice that sent shivers down
Natashia's spine, but it was for a completely different reason than fear:

"She must do it."

"Those dogs attacked and killed someone precious to her." Half of
Victor's face went completely black, and it looked like two voices were
speaking at once.

"She must do it."

"They killed her mother."



"She must do it."

"Revenge must be taken by her own hands."

"She must do it."

"No one can stop this moment, not you, not God, not even me."

Slowly Victor's face went completely dark, and he spoke in a
demonic voice that seemed to merge with his own voice:

"She must do it!"

"..." Natashia's face turned a little red, and her breathing started to
get erratic again, while she was just barely holding back. She couldn't
bear that intense gaze for different reasons that she didn't want to
express right now.

She turned her face away, biting her lip hard, as she turned her
face away, or she would do something she might regret later!

Victor used his hand and slowly turned her to face him.

"!!!" Natashia's whole body trembled when she felt Victor's touch,
as she looked at Victor's 'face' with a clear look of desire in her eyes:

"Be a good woman, and wait for her out here."

"Yes~" Unconsciously, her voice came out more sensual than she
intended.

"Good." Victor released the woman and returned to the position
he was in, and soon his face was back to normal.

"..." Natashia looked at Victor with blood-red eyes. She seemed to
be thinking about many things, but her thoughts focused on one thing.

'This is bad... I got a little wet... I need to change my panties.'



But she felt like she couldn't get out of here now, and silently, as
she stood on the wall on the other side of the door, she couldn't get
close to Victor now. Why couldn't she?

Because she didn't know if she'd have the strength to hold back
anymore, so it was best to stay a little farther away.

badump, Badump!

'Calm down, calm down...' She was thinking about it like a mantra.

...

In a dark room, Sasha and Maria were facing a man who was in a
chair that looked to be quite sturdy.

"Demons, know my will is made of iron, torture does not affect
me! I will not go-.."

Sasha pointed her finger at Carlos:

"Shut up."

Rumble, Rumble.

A small bolt of lightning shot out of her finger and hit the man's
chest, and then.

"AHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!" He screamed in pain.

"Tell me, Maria." Sasha looked at Maria, who was still a little
bruised, but much better than last night, all thanks to the small drop of
blood Victor had given her, at Sasha's request:

"What do you want to do?"

"Master..." Maria looked at Sasha, and slowly her face began to
grow paler as if it were a corpse, and several scar-shaped cracks
started to appear on her face, her teeth became sharper, her eyes,



her eyes turned blood red, and she looked at Carlos:

"I want to eat him."

"... It seems your motivation hasn't wavered." Sasha's smile grew.

"Master, he's not the Carlos I know anymore... He's been twisted
and manipulated, he's turned into this freak that is a Simp of 'God'."

"And..." Red threads began to come out of Maria's body and
spread around the place, "I'm not the same Maria as before."

Those red threads went towards Carlos.

The man faced all this with a neutral gaze while he looked at the
'monster' in front of him.

[Hybrid Commander Experiment has been discarded.]

He heard a robotic voice in his mind, and soon he felt something
coming out of his mind.

And for the first time in a long time, he felt 'free' again.

"Sigh, as expected. Despite everything, what I did was still not
enough." He spoke in a neutral tone.

"..." Maria's strands stopped in front of Carlos' eyes.

"..." Sasha's eyes twitched. What was that sudden change? Why
did he go from being a crazy fanatic to a normal person?

He ignored Maria's wires and Maria herself and spoke:

"Sasha Fulger."

"..." Sasha looked at Carlos with neutral eyes.

"What happened to you was inevitable."



"... What did you say?"

"In the end, you and I, and even Maria, are victims of something
we had no control over."

"Do not change the subject!" Sasha roared in a voice like lightning
crashing to earth.

Carlos kept looking at Sasha, "You must know why your house
was targeted, right?"

"It was because you found out that my house lost the title of
count."

"Yes, and the leaders of the inquisition thought it would be a good
idea to further weaken Clan Fulger."

"And we took the job because the pay was good."

"It was just business."

"AND?" Sasha wanted to know what he meant by all this.

"Of course, that doesn't take away my guilt, I still killed someone
important to you." He looked at Maria:

"And you did the same to me."

"...." A moment of silence fell over the place, and then he
continued:

"What I mean is..."

"You and I are victims."

"..."

"Humans have never accepted anything different from them,
especially beings like vampires." Carlos looked at Sasha again.



"Whether you like it or not, vampires are the natural predators of
humans, and they've always felt threatened. It's natural."

"In this war that has lasted over thousands of years, there is no
way to have a status quo. One side has to win and subdue the other
side."

"And humans are feeling pressured, and when they are pushed to
the limit, they start committing unforgivable acts, even towards their
own kind." Carlos spoke with disgust as he remembered a location
that was full of captured vampires and 'faithful' humans being used as
experiments.

"What do you mean?"

"Count Alucard."

"...!" Sasha and Maria's bodies shook a little when they heard
Victor's name.

"A freak who wields the powers of the three strongest vampire
houses of counts, disciple of Scathach, and the youngest vampire in
history to be awarded the title of count."

"A monster in every way possible."

"Anderson, second son of the Werewolf King, Fenrir. A monster
said to have the same talent as his father, and I don't even need to
mention his brother Fenir. Both are freaks who have endured the
Spartan-like training of the Werewolf King."

"Not to mention the… Daughters of the Witch Queen."

"Women who specialize in certain spells capable of wreaking
great havoc on humanity."

"And to add more, all these groups are not weakened."

"The vampire side, the king still has his vampire counts, and his



eldest sons are strong too."

"The same situation applies to werewolves, just how many wolves
are there in that realm? Thousands? Hundreds of thousands?"

"I don't even need to talk about witches, right? Considering, they
never fought a war after the witch hunt."

"... What's the point of telling me all this, Carlos?" Sasha's eyes
weren't pretty since, to her, the man was just talking nonsense.

"Humans are overwhelmed... The inquisition doesn't have enough
power to fight all these beings." Carlos spoke in sad tones when he
saw reports of several werewolf packs which were kidnapping women
and a group of vampires who kidnapped humans to serve as livestock
in Nightingale.

"And because of that, they're messing with powers they shouldn't
mess with, and I'm the result of that." He spoke while looking at his
right hand, which was previously covered in black power.

"Bullshit," Sasha said suddenly, with a colder voice than before.

"..." Carlos looked at Sasha.

"Do you know how that sounds to me? Just an excuse for you to
hunt supernatural beings."

"..."

"In the end, you're afraid of something you don't understand."

"I've never heard of the Werewolf King exclusively attacking
humans. He only attacked when humans provoked werewolves."

"Yes, some wild wolves wreak havoc on the human world, but
these wolves have no connection with the Werewolf King."

"Nightingale's vampires live peaceful lives in their realm, just a



few fools who go out into the world to cause chaos. The Vampire King
has never spoken when you kill these vampires."

"And the witches, they've never broken their neutrality, they've
never done that because they know that the moment they take a side,
they're going to make a lot of enemies and lose the 'resources' they
get from every race with which they negotiate."

"Are you treating me like a fool?"

"I am not…"

"Huuuh?" Sasha's face was anything but pretty if she'd hated
Carlos before, now she was disgusted by his existence.

"..." Carlos was silent.

"At the end of the day, you're using the same excuse you used
thousands of years ago."

"Vampires are evil. We must eliminate them, God commanded it
to be so!"

"After all, where is this god? Thousands of years have passed,
and no one has ever seen the face of this being."

"That's..." He didn't know how to answer.

"Isn't this god of yours just the leaders of The Inquisition? Corrupt
politicians, who use their leader's name to carry out their will?"

"The excuse that humans are overwhelmed won't work on me. At
the end of the day, you're still the same as before!"

"They use any excuse to murder the 'evil of humanity'."

"And what is this 'evil of humanity?'"

"Vampires? Werewolves? Witches?"



"Of course not!"

"The evil of humanity is all beings that do not agree with its
ideology or all beings that do not submit to its organization! Everything
you have no control over, you eliminate!"

"That's what you always are, and always will be!"

"Hypocrites!"

Sigh…

"...As expected, there's no way for a vampire to understand
humans." Carlos sighed.

"Tsk..." Sasha's eyes glowed blood red.

"I wasted my time talking to you about this useless subject."
Sasha spoke with disgust.

She looked at Maria and said:

"Maria, he's there. He's all yours, do what you think is best."
Sasha spoke in a neutral tone that held a small hint of cruelty.

"Yes, master."

.....
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Chapter6 Chapter 212: A Gentle Demon.
Seeing Maria approaching him, Carlos said:

"In the end… Is this my end?"

Maria showed a big smile, on the woman's face you couldn't see
even an ounce of emotion, the only thing that appeared on her face
was hunger...

A long time ago, she was overcome by her hunger.

That was inevitable since she suffered great damage, and her
body needed nutrients.

Yes! Victor's blood was a top-notch delicacy, but Maria knew that
she had only obtained a few drops of Victor's blood purely for Sasha's
sake, Victor wouldn't give his blood willingly.

And she also knew that she was only alive because of Sasha.
Victor would've readily let her die at that time, and she would never
forget that man's smile when he saw her slowly lose her life.

That smile deeply touched Maria's heart, reminding her of how
scary Victor could be.

A cruel being, a being who had no mercy, and at the same time, a
being who took care of those close to him.

It was because of that last trait that she couldn't completely hate
Victor because if you looked at it from his POV, she was just an
enemy.

"Wrong, this is just the beginning." Maria cracked her neck.

"I'll use you until I'm completely satisfied..." Her mouth started to



drip.

"I'm starving, and I haven't been completely satisfied for several
days."

"...Sigh, you really have become a creature of hell."

Maria showed a sneer, "The same can be said of you, Carlos."

"...Hahaha, you might be correct." He sighed at the end.

Maria stopped in front of him.

Looking at the monster in front of her who was once the person
he loved most, Carlos said:

"Do it."

Maria opened her mouth wide and bit a big chunk of Carlos' neck
as she tore his flesh and pulled out a big chunk of meat.

FUSHHHHHH.

Blood splashed on Maria's face, but she didn't care, as her smile
just grew, but at the same time, her smile grew, a small imperceptible
tear fell from her face. When she bit Carlos, something that was left
inside her shattered completely.

Soon she opened her mouth again and bit another piece of flesh
from Carlos's body.

'Disgusting...as expected that man's blood is better, but...I can
satisfy my hunger.' She thought as she swallowed Carlos' flesh.

Despite feeling immense pain, despite feeling something inside
him break when he saw Maria feeding on him, he didn't scream or cry.

He just accepted it all as inevitable. That was the fate of those
who lost a war... Death.



As if it were a movie that was playing at high speed, Carlos saw
his whole life flash by in an instant while he focused his memories on
two children running from adults while holding food in his hand.

'Although it was a hard life... It was a good life...' Then, as he was
closing his eyes to fall into unconsciousness, he suddenly woke up.

"Huh?" He looked at Maria incomprehensibly and saw that his
body was healing at a high speed.

"Why the surprise?" Maria's smile grew.

"I said it, right? I'm so hungry, I won't let you die so easily."

Maria made a gesture with her hands, it was as if she was
grabbing the air, and with a small use of her strength, all of Carlos'
limbs fell to the ground.

"AHHHHHHHHH!"

This time, he couldn't take the pain, but like a determined man, he
bit his tongue and stopped himself from screaming anymore.

But...

Maria thrust her hand into Carlos' stomach and pulled his liver
out, while she opened her mouth wide and swallowed it whole.

"..." Sasha watched the spectacle in front of her with neutral eyes.
As she watched the enemies who killed her mother sinking further into
the bottomless pit, she felt immense satisfaction, and it was like a
weight was being lifted from her shoulders.

'I avenged you, Mother...'

But even though she was feeling this satisfaction, she couldn't
smile...

The sight of Maria eating Carlos in front of her didn't make her



smile. She had a naive thought that if it were possible, she didn't want
it to end like this.

At the end of the day, she is still a kind woman.

She just couldn't enjoy this horror show in front of her...

But despite having these thoughts running through her head, she
never stopped looking at the show in front of her.

Why?

Because that was her responsibility, she caused it, and she must
see it through to the end.

Despite being a kind woman, she was also a very responsible
woman, and these two traits appeared quite strangely in this situation.

As she watched the show in front of her, she felt someone tap her
shoulder.

She turned her face and saw Victor.

"...Darling."

Seeing his wife's lifeless look, Victor's heart filled with worry. He
didn't say anything and just pulled her into a hug and said:

"Stop."

"...Darling?"

Victor took Sasha's face and lifted a little, while he looked into
Sasha's lifeless eyes and said:

"Don't force yourself. Like I said before, you're a kind woman.
This kind of dirty sight doesn't suit you."

"... What are you talking about?"



Victor caressed Sasha's cheek a little and said with a small smile,
"Stubborn as always."

"..." Sasha was silent.

"You mentioned your grandmother to me, right?" This happened
after the incident in which Kaguya was injured.

"… Carmila Fulger?"

"How did you describe her?"

"A woman who had the personality of a knight..." She
remembered saying something like that.

"In a way, Honey. You are just like her."

"…Huh?"

"A noble woman, a direct and reckless woman, sometimes
responsible, and above all, a kind woman." He stroked Sasha's head.

"..." Sasha opened her eyes wide.

"Because of that, you don't have to try hard. You've already
avenged your mother, that's enough."

"... But-." She was going to say that it was her responsibility to
watch until the end.

"Shhh..."

"This is enough."

Victor's eyes began to glow blood red, "Just sleep like a baby,
okay? Tomorrow when you wake up, everything that bothers you will
disappear."

"Wait---." Sasha was going to say something but couldn't. She felt



her eyes heavy and slowly began to fall into the world of
unconsciousness.

Victor took Sasha into his arms like a princess and lifted her up.
He stared at his wife's face for a long time in silence, while several
thoughts seemed to be going through his head at this moment.

But the main one was, 'She needs to rest.'

"... You are very kind, Victor... But, you know that one day, she
will not be able to continue with this personality." Natashia spoke with
neutrality.

"Just like me, she's going to have to get her hands dirty. One day,
she's going to have to wake up and see that this world is a worse
place than what she believes." She spoke while looking at Maria and
then looked at Victor again.

Victor looked at Natashia with lifeless eyes.

"..." Natashia's whole body shook when she saw Victor's gaze.

"You're wrong."

"...Oh?"

"She doesn't have to deal with the filth of the world, I'm here for
that."

"None of my wives have to deal with the rot. They just need to be
as they are…beautiful, bloodthirsty, and immaculate."

"The rest?" Victor's smile grew so abnormally that it looked like
his whole face distorted.

"I'll take care of the rest."

"..." She opened her mouth wide in shock.



A demonic creature was standing in front of her. When you think
of demons, you think of cruel and evil beings who do everything to
satisfy their desires.

And that was the impression an ordinary person would get of this
man now.

But... To Natashia, he looked like something else.

He looked like a gentle demon… Wrong, he was just a husband
worried about his wife… 

"I see..." She closed her eyes a little and smiled gently, "I'm
jealous of Sasha, I wish I had met someone like you in the past." This
time, she didn't say it with ulterior motives. Those were really her
honest thoughts.

And slowly, the obsession she already had with Victor started to
grow, as each time she got to know him more, she felt that what she
was looking for was right in front of her.

Victor walked towards Natashia and handed Sasha to her.

"..." Natashia picked up Sasha carefully and looked at her
daughter.

'She was so small... Now, she's this big...' She sighed a little sadly
when she imagined that she missed her daughter's childhood because
of her other personality.

Victor lifted Natashia's chin and made the woman look at him.

"..." She looked into Victor's lifeless eyes. She felt that if she
stared into those eyes for too long, she would be sucked into that
abyss in his eyes, but... She didn't care about that since she would
gladly jump into that abyss.

"I'm watching you."



"!!!"Natashia's entire body visibly shook, and her eyes widened.

Victor didn't need to specify what he was talking about, Natashia
already knew what it was.

Victor turned and walked towards Maria:

"Before you think of me, you must think of your daughter."

"Never forget that, now more than ever, she deserves to have a
good mother close to her."

"..." Again, her whole body shook, as she seemed to have
received two surprises at the same time, if before her obsession
started to grow, now her obsession exploded like a nuclear bomb.

But most of all, the desire to be with her daughter grew even
more. She looked at Sasha, while she caressed Sasha's cheek a little
and said:

"... You are correct... My daughter needs me... She needs me...
She needs me." Like a broken record, she began to repeat that
phrase.

On top of her obsession with Victor, her maternal side began to
take on the same height as her obsession. Now more than ever, she
wanted Victor and wanted to be close to her daughter.

A good vampire always chooses both options, she never chooses
just one!

Why?

Because they are greedy beings!

Victor flashed a small smile when he saw Natashia's gaze out of
the corner of his eye:

"...Good."



"Natashia, take Sasha to her room." Victor made a request.

"Yes, I will take her." Natashia didn't want her daughter to stay
here.

When Natashia left, and the door was closed, Victor looked at the
door, and for a few seconds, his eyes seemed to glow blood red, and
then the entire door was frozen solid.

He looked at Maria, who was literally eating Carlos, who was
doing his best not to scream.

"Maria."

"!!!" Maria suddenly woke up from her stupor and looked at Victor.

"You greedy Maid, you're doing a bad job. He's not suffering."

"…Eh?"

"Come here."

Victor called her towards him.

"..." Maria didn't think much, she just nodded her head and
walked towards Victor.

Carlos opened his tired eyes and looked at Maria, but he couldn't
stay conscious for long and fell into unconsciousness.

As if by magic, his body began to regenerate again.

Victor ignored Carlos as he lifted Maria's chin and said while his
eyes glowed blood red, "Because you're a flawed vampire, you get
lost easily in emotions, so you can't do your job properly."

He didn't seem bothered by the blood on Maria's face.

He raised his finger and collected all the blood from Maria's



clothes in a small sphere in the air, and soon that sphere entered his
body.

"I'm sorry." She didn't know why she was apologizing, but she felt
she ought to apologize.

"Hmm? Why are you apologizing?"

"I don't know, I just thought I should apologize." She spoke
honestly.

"... You are afraid of me?"

"..." Maria's body trembled, and she answered honestly:

"Yes."

"That is good." Victor's smile grew:

"Never forget that fear." He caressed her face gently, "The day
you think about betraying Sasha, the day you get lost in the gluttony
for food, don't forget that fear, that fear will be the motivation that will
make you avoid attacking my wife, My Maid."

'My Maid...? Then he-.'

Maria's thoughts were interrupted when Victor hugged her, and
soon she felt something bite her neck.

"Ahhh~." Unconsciously, she closed her legs around Victor's
waist and wrapped her arm around his neck.

She was feeling something change in her, something that already
existed inside her was slowly merging with something that Victor had
thrown into her, and it was like the circle of Yin and Yang.

These two 'somethings' have completely merged.

But something was still missing, she opened her mouth and bit



Victor's neck!

Gulp, Gulp.

Drinking that delicious blood straight from the source, that
something that had fused together began to change, that began to
turn into something more robust, something special.

For the first time in several months… She felt complete in every
way possible.

'Ahhh~. Now, I understand... I understand why this man's Maids
are so obsessed with him.' Maria always felt strange when she saw
Bruna and Eve looking at Victor with such obsessive eyes, but now
she could understand why they were like that.

In Maria's vision, she could see, the man in front of her was the
'beginning' of everything. For the first time in her life, she understood
the meaning of the 'god' that that man lying on the floor talked so
much about.

Ironically, Maria, the hunter of the Inquisition, had to go through
this whole journey to understand the meaning of 'god'.

Did she think Carlos was her god? How absurd! He was
meaningless!

How could she call that man a god!? Was she blind?

Maria's skin began to take on a healthier, paler hue, the scars that
looked like a crater had completely disappeared, while her blonde hair
had loosened and grown a bit and taken on a more vivid color, and
just like the other Eve and Bruna's eyes, Maria's eyes hers took on a
permanent blood-red hue.

She looked at Victor, and for the first time in a long time, she felt
at peace, a peace she never wanted to lose again, a look of obsession
appeared on her face, and she thought:



'My Master…'

........
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Chapter7 Chapter 213: I found you.
As he fell into the world of unconsciousness, Carlos suddenly

opened his eyes.

Carlos found himself in a dark world completely devoid of
'nothing'.

"Where am I?" His voice echoed through the void. It was as if he
had spoken twice, three times, four times.

It was a strange feeling.

Carlos tried to recall his last memories, "... Hmm, I remember
being caught by the vampires and being tortured by Maria..."

Again, his voice echoed across the void, and it repeated over and
over, like a broken record.

"Oh... Mary." Carlos made a sad expression. He really didn't want
things to end like this and felt regretful since if he had been stronger in
the beginning, he could have stopped that Fulger Clan heiress from
doing something to Maria.

"If I had been honest with my feelings..." This was one more
regret he felt, that he should have been more honest and pointed the
middle finger at the church and left the organization.

But...

He knows this was an unrealistic dream. He couldn't do this
because the moment he became a hunter, he knew this was
something he would do until his death.

"..." Carlos stopped thinking about the past and looked around
again, and, seeing only infinite darkness, he couldn't help but be a



little apprehensive.

After all, where was he?

"The concept of good and evil is vague, it's like a fine line that is
easily lost if you don't pay attention." A majestic voice echoed
throughout the void.

"!!!" Carlos quickly looked around for the voice, but he didn't find
anything.

"To some beings, you were like an angel who was sent from the
heavens to help them." Suddenly, several images of human children
began to appear around Carlos.

"...Is that...my memories?" He asked, but his answer was never
answered, and he didn't need answers either, as he knew these were
his memories.

"To other beings, you were like a demon that was there to
sentence them to death." Soon the images changed again, and he
saw his memories of when he would hunt vampires.

Several vampires who had done nothing wrong, several vampires
who had been living quietly were killed by Carlos' unbridled madness.

Looking at these memories, Carlos felt nothing. After all, in his
view, this was just work...

At first, he felt nothing, that is.

But when the memories stopped him decapitating a maid, and
when his memories saw Sasha walking into her old mansion.

"Ugh..." He placed his hand on his chest as he felt an immense
pain, as if something was invading his body.

"In the end..." The being's voice started to get louder.



Unconsciously, Carlos looked up, and the moment he looked up,
he saw something that terrified his entire existence.

"...Wha-..." He was so shocked that words couldn't come out of
his mouth. Just what was he looking at?

A gigantic formless being was looking at him. He had blood-red
eyes like a vampire and a huge mouth that showed all of his teeth.

What is this being!? Wasn't he dead!?

"There is no good and evil." The being's smile seems to grow in a
distorted way.

"Good and evil are decided by limited beings with finite lives."

"There are only choices, and the consequences of those choices."

"And you, Carlos Reiss. You chose the worst possible choice."

The creature's voice seemed to increase, and the whole place
seemed to tremble at the voice of this being:

"AND NOW, YOU WILL SUFFER FOR THE CONSEQUENCES
OF YOUR ACTIONS!"

"HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA~!"

…

"!!!" Carlos opened his eyes, and the moment he opened his
eyes, he saw himself in reality again, or so he thought.

In front of him was the same being he saw in his 'dream'.

"HIIII!" He looked like a little girl who got scared when she saw a
monster.

Perhaps he was still dreaming? What are those monster-like red



eyes?

"Welcome back, Carlos." Victor's smile grew.

"…Eh?" He didn't understand. Was he still dreaming?

"Oh?" Seeing Carlos' scared face, Victor's smile grew even wider,
"It looks like you had a good dream..."

"...?" Seeing Victor's smile, Carlos' body visibly shook.

"Hahaha~"

"!!!" The laugh was the same! The laugh was the same! He
seemed to be freaking out internally.

"A good dream indeed."

"...You...Did you know what-" Carlos was going to ask Victor
something, but Victor didn't want to hear anything from the man.

Victor got up from the floor, "I have something to show you."
When he finished speaking, he moved aside to allow Carlos to see a
vision.

A Maid with long golden hair was standing in front of him. Unlike
the former appearance that looked something close to the undead
from before, her entire body had a healthy glow, and she seemed to
have grown a few inches longer.

Her body gained a few more curves and reached its 'peak'.

And her former sapphire blue eyes changed to a permanent red.

The woman looked at the man with a neutral gaze that contained
nothing, no emotion directed at him, only indifference.

And soon, several red threads began to dance around the woman
as if it had a life of its own.



A creature from hell was standing in front of him, but why... Why
was she so beautiful?

Victor walked towards the Maid and stopped next to Maria as he
looked at Carlos with the same smile:

"Why that look?"

"Looks like you saw something surprising."

"... Who is this woman?"

"Oh? Does it feel like your mind has been affected more than
expected? Have you already forgotten your 'lover'?"

Suddenly Maria's neutral face distorted into disgust:

"... Master, please don't say that even jokingly, I feel like throwing
up." Maria's expression was very sick, and it was as if she really was
going to throw up at any time.

"...Hahahaha~." Victor chuckled lightly amusedly, looking like a
child who had laughed at a harmless joke.

"… Is she Maria…?"

"But why does she feel so..."

"Alive?" Victor continued.

"Yes..."

Victor stood behind Maria, bent down a little, and leveled his face
close to Maria's, while he gently touched his Maid's chin and turned
her face to the right.

Soon the sight of two fangs were being shown to Carlos.

"M-Master, stop. Please..." Maria's face was a little red with



embarrassment, how can he show this place for all to see!? Lewd!

"Now, she's no longer a flawed vampire like she used to be. Now,
she is a full-fledged noble vampire."

"..." Carlos opened his eyes wide, he was shocked by Maria's
reaction, but he was even more shocked that Victor was able to create
noble vampires.

"... You... You... Just what are you?"

"Who knows?" Victor's smile grew wider, "Why don't you ask your
god? After all, he was the one who raised me." He made a little joke
that contained a little bit of truth, considering God created all humans,
right? And he was a human before, so come to think of it, he was
created by him, right?

Although this joke of his also had its origin in the charm he
speaks when he enters the form of a vampire count.

But Carlos didn't seem to understand it that way, "G-God, created
you..." In a strange way, Carlos' face filled with envy.

'Well, that reaction, I didn't expect it.' Victor's smile grew a little,
and then he pulled away from his Maid.

"..." Maria pouted, despite being embarrassed, she was enjoying
it, you know? Why did he stop!?

Victor created an ice throne and sat on it proudly as he rested his
chin on his right hand in a relaxed pose, while the magic circle of the
glove on his right hand started to glow blood red.

Slowly he raises his left hand to his face, and Victor's left hand
starts to be covered in an eerie energy that is a red so dark it appears
to be black and streams of blood-red energy course around his arm
while the veins in his arm appear to glow with his power.

"..." Carlos stared at Victor's hand since, in a strange way, that



hand looked very similar to the dark power he used.

Victor looked at his hand for a few seconds, and then looked at
Carlos with eyes glowing blood red, while he showed a small smile
and said:

"Shall we do a little experiment?"

"!!!" Carlos' body shook, and then he started to struggle, he had to
get out of here, or something far worse than being eaten alive would
happen to him! He needed to get out of here.

"Oh? Didn't you like it? But I thought you were used to
experiments?"

"Let me out! Let me out! Mons-." Before Carlos could continue
talking, he felt something cut his throat.

"Silence, pig." She spoke in a cold and cruel voice while making
some gestures with her fingers.

"Master is speaking, it is your duty to listen in silence!" Suddenly
hers changed to an angry voice:

Her face distorted, and her mouth grew full of sharp teeth, and
then she spoke with the same angry tone:

"If he wants to do it with you, you must accept it with a smile on
your face! Be grateful, pig!"

'... Well, that was a sudden change, wasn't it?' He thought
inwardly with a small smile on his face since he more or less had an
idea of what had happened to Maria.

But to put it quite simply, she was trying to please him, and her
sadistic personality was heightened by the Vampire transformation.

"Maria."



"Yes, Master~. What do you want?" She spoke with a happy
smile, a complete change from the attitude she was having with
Carlos.

"..." Again, Victor was surprised by the change in attitude.

Okay, he's going to be honest. He's not understanding anything.

But what the fuck? Is it because she's been through too many
things at once, and her personality has taken a great deal of damage?

What Victor didn't know was that Maria was normally like this to
the person she sees as 'god', but... Her personality has been twisted a
bit thanks to the events she's been through.

Not to mention that, by transforming into a noble vampire, she
didn't completely lose the powers of King Ghoul.

After all, originally, this race was a subspecies of vampires.
Technically speaking, they are still vampires but flawed. And the
moment Victor turned Maria into a full-fledged vampire.

The two powers merged perfectly.

And not to mention...

Victor's influence from being a Night King and the 'progenitor' is
quite significant in the vampires he creates.

In fact, it would be strange for her not to be acting like that
because despite being called 'King', the Ghoul race mostly follows
their instincts and desires.

And Maria's instinct and desire now were to stand by her 'god'.

Putting all these events together with Maria's personal
experiences, a new 'Maria' was created when Victor turned her into a
vampire.



Now, she was no longer a hunter, she was no longer a King
Ghoul, she was something more, something far more terrifying,
something that will strike fear into many beings in the future...

A Maid...

And not just any Maid, she is Count Alucard's Maid.

"Hold it." Victor ordered.

"Yes!" And Maria did his bidding to the best of her ability.

The red threads that were dancing around Maria suddenly moved
and pinned Carlos to the chair.

"AHHHHHHHHHH!" Looks like his throat was already healed...

Crack, Crack, Crack.

Sounds of broken bones can be heard.

"... Maria, I told you to hold him and not kill him."

"Ah... Sorry, master. I'm having trouble controlling my powers."
She spoke in a regretful tone, and soon she loosened her strands
further.

"Good, hold it."

Victor points his left hand at Carlos.

And then something starts to happen.

"!!!" Carlos' body begins to struggle furiously.

"AHHHHHHHHHHHH!"

Victor narrowed his eyes, "Annoying, Maria. Shut him up!"



"Yes, Yes!" Maria uses her wires, and holds Carlos' mouth, just in
case she also removes the man's entire throat! She must do a perfect
job!

Victor looked at the vampire mark on the man's neck, and he
focused only on that mark.

"Come to me."

FUSHHHHHHH

Suddenly an explosion of blood happened.

Holes opened all over Carlos' body, and rapidly an enormous
amount of black blood began to flow out of his body.

Victor didn't care or try to assuage the pain. Instead, like a greedy
beast, he just pulled whatever he wanted.

And in less than a few seconds, Victor was holding a pure-
blooded black ball in his hand.

"Interesting..." Victor watched with curious eyes as the ball of
blood began to fade from black to blood red.

And before Victor can understand anything, his hand absorbs the
blood.

"...Greedy as alw-." Victor looked like he was going to say
something, but he couldn't.

Sounds of chains breaking can be heard, but Victor is sure only
he can see it.

He grips the ice throne tightly as he lowers his head a little.

"Ugh..." He bit his teeth hard while he looked like he was having a
really bad headache.



And soon, something starts to appear in his vision.

As if it were a movie that was playing at high speed, he was
seeing the 'memory' of the blood.

But as he didn't know what was going on, he just saw a few
things.

"Master!?" Maria quickly approaches Victor.

"Project… Hybrid… Maria… S-000?" He seemed to be muttering
incomprehensible words to himself. The only thing he understood was
'maria', 'hybrid', and 'S-000', which was probably the codename of
some experiment.

"Master, are you okay!?" As she didn't know what to do, Maria
hugged Victor in an attempt to make him better:

'I will kill him! That pig! How dare he!' Maria thought as she looked
at Carlos, who was in a state where it was not known if he was alive or
not.

'If that pig dies, I'm going to hell to get it back and kill it again!
How dare he do that to master!'

… Isn't she being very irrational?

"..." Victor was silent. He didn't answer, as he seemed to be
focusing on something, a memory he made sure not to let go of.

He enters a dark office and says:

"Oh, you finally came, Carlos Reiss."

"General James."

Observing the man's appearance through Carlos' memories,
Victor's smile distorts in such an unnatural way that it could scare any
being.



"I found you."

.....
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Chapter8 Chapter 214: Four? Four? FOUR!?
"Master...?" Maria looked at Victor's face in concern while she

didn't even seem affected by the man's smile.

"Hmm?" Victor lifted his gaze and looked at Maria:

"... What are you doing?" he asked in a neutral tone.

"Master looked like he was in pain… So I hugged him to ease his
pain!" She spoke with a determined face. It was a face that didn't show
that she had ulterior motives.

"..." Victor narrowed his eyes slightly.

"..." Maria stared at Victor with a twinkle in her eye, and it was as
if she was looking at an 'idol', precisely speaking, a 'god.'

An uncomfortable silence fell over the place.

"...I see." Then, in an attempt to break out of this uncomfortable
silence, he lifts his face and leans back on his ice throne.

"Master, are you okay?"

"Yeah, I'm fine, My Maid."

Maria's ears twitched a little when she heard 'My Maid':

"...Oh, that's good!" She looked very happy for some reason.

"..." Victor ignored the 'new' Maria's over-enthusiasm and looked
at the man lying in front of him.

Victor rests his face in his hand, and as he looks at Carlos, he
seems to be thinking about several things.



'Hmm, what am I supposed to do with you?' For some reason,
Victor felt dissatisfied, he thinks that this man hasn't suffered much
yet, but he also couldn't overdo it anymore now because he no longer
had the vampire's regeneration.

Victor 'ate' all the vampire blood that was in Carlos' body.

Which proves a very important point.

'These hybrids are not perfect.'

It's like the Yin Yang symbol, in that they needed to be equal, to
be perfectly balanced as all things should be.

But it seems that this did not apply to these artificially created
hybrids, the proof of which is that Victor managed to 'tear off' the
vampiric part of this man, and all that was left was the human side that
could die at any moment now.

Victor thought and considered what he should do to prolong his
suffering, but in the end, he was honest with himself. He was bored.

This man gave him no satisfaction.

'But at least...' Victor's smile grew a little; 'I know what my enemy
looks like'.

Despite saying, "I found you."

Victor didn't find him literally speaking, he just discovered his
enemy's appearance, and if he knows the enemy's appearance, he
knows when to attack him at first sight.

Who knows? Maybe that man might be shopping on the street,
and Victor sees him. It's always good to have your enemy's
appearance in mind.

"Maria, what do you want to do with him?"



"Hmm?" Maria looked at Victor, and then looked at Carlos, and
when she looked at Carlos and his pathetic state, her expression
turned to disgust:

"This worm should just die. I would even feel disgusted trying to
eat him, he'll probably taste like shit." Maria's face turned paler than
usual, and it was as if she really was going to throw up at any
moment.

"...." Victor's eyes narrowed so much at Maria's comment, he
could have sworn he saw Carlos' dying body being hit by invisible
arrows.

"Very Well." Victor clapped his hands lightly to change the mood
and soon got up from the ice throne:

"He is more useful alive than dead, so I will present him to my
wife Ruby as a little lab rat."

Victor turns around, and soon the ice throne begins to crumble.

"Hmm? Why the sudden change, Master?"

"hmm?" Victor stopped walking and looked back:

"!!!" Maria's body shook when she saw Victor's gaze, and she
realized she had gone too far! She must not question her master's
orders!

"Excuse me!"

"...Eh?"

"Excuse me! I won't do it again."

'...But I literally didn't say anything...' Somehow, Victor felt tired
from dealing with Maria since he wasn't used to this kind of treatment.

'Seriously, where is that Maria from before?'



"It's okay, okay?"

"...But-..." Maria was about to say something, but Victor grabbed
her shoulder and spoke again, this time with a more intense face.

"Okay?"

"...Yes~..." Her cheeks were a little red.

Victor lets go of Maria's shoulder and says:

"I left him alive for one simple reason."

"He knows a lot of things."

Victor was silent as he looked at Carlos, as he remembered that
experience he had of seeing several memories.

'The moment this happened to me, I again heard the sounds of
chains...' Victor looked at his hand while remembering that the same
thing happened when he first accessed his vampire count form.

And he remembered Vlad's words:

"Don't become a monster like me."

Victor flashed a cold smile; 'Looks like it was too late, old man.'

"I see... In that case, it's a good idea to let him live." Maria
nodded, indicating that she understood her master's motivation.

"Yes." Victor turned around and started walking towards the exit,
and when he left the room, he suddenly disappeared.

'Carlos, despite being a worm, since he was a commander of the
enemy, the most logical thing is to let him live to extract as much
information as possible. Then, as soon as we get as much information
as we can from the enemy, we will make several traps to kill them
slowly and feast on their blood...' Maria opened her eyes wide, and



when she noticed something, she looked at where victor had
vanished.

'Master was thinking so far ahead? As expected of Lord Victor!'

"..." She looked at Carlos again, while her eyes were full of
determination; 'He is useful to my master, I must make him useful as
much as possible! I will make you work to death!'

Maria ran towards the exit of the room, she looked around and
saw that Victor was no longer around, but she didn't care, she could
find Victor at any moment!

How could she do that!?

She could 'feel' Victor and, even if he is in another dimension, she
is 100%… wrong. She's 1,000,000% sure she'll find him! There is not
any amount of distance that will stop her from finding him! After all, he
is her master!

...I call bullshit...

...

"LADY RUBYYYY!"

BOOOOOOM!

A blonde Maid suddenly invaded the place where Ruby was!

"..." Ruby, who was wearing a white doctor's coat, looked at the
Maid with an annoyed look, but the moment she saw the Maid's
appearance, she opened her mouth in shock.

"Yes, he did it." Lacus, who was nearby, spoke laughing.

"Fueee? Who did what?" She looked at Lacus with an innocent
look as her eyes sparkled with curiosity!



"...You are very slow as usual." Lacus felt like sighing.

"Ugh, I'm not slow!"

"Keep believing that, and it will come true one day... I hope."

"UGhyaaaaaaaa!" Pepper got angry and suddenly hugged Lacus.

"Wha-." Lacus was experiencing the famous attack that was
called: 'being overwhelmed by a soft body.'

"Hmm...!" She tried to say something, but nothing really relevant
was understood since everything was drowned out by the enormous
mountains smothering her.

"Lady Ruby, Lady Ruby!"

"Yes, I'm Lady Ruby." Ruby lifted her glasses a little.

"Something has happened that needs attention!"

"What is it?"

"The worm is dying! It needs to live to help my master!"

"If the worm dies, it will be of no use to my master!"

"...." Ruby felt like she lost several neurons listening to what Maria
said since she didn't understand anything from the beginning.

Ruby approaches Maria and holds both the woman's shoulders.

"Okay, let's calm down."

"...Yes?" But, she was calm? Maria was going to say that, but she
was silent.

"First, you are Maria, right?"



"Yes!" She nodded.

"..." I do not believe it! That's what Ruby wanted to say, but
seeing the woman's appearance, she couldn't deny that this was
Maria.

"…Second, who is this master you are talking about?" She
already had an idea who she was talking about, but she wanted to
hear it from the woman's mouth.

Maria stared at Ruby's lifeless face with a slightly strained face,
but she spoke with pride!

"Of course, it's Lord Victor."

Crack.

The glass on Ruby's glasses broke.

"Hiii..." Pepper quickly stops hugging Lacus, holds her sister in
front of her, and moves away from Ruby a little while carrying Lacus
like a giant doll.

"Yep, he really did it, hahaha~." Siena, who had stopped looking
at some documents, laughed amusedly.

"…Third, what do you need my help with, stop talking in codes
and speak normally."

"..." But I'm speaking normally... She wanted to say this, but just
like before, she was silent, as she clearly realized that Ruby's mood
was not good at all.

"Carlos is dying, he needs medical attention. Lord Victor did not
kill it because he said it contains valuable information."

'Well, that's obvious...' Ruby didn't join in Carlos' 'torture', because
she wanted to respect Sasha's moment, but it seems her friend is
already completely satisfied.



'That means I can study his body more deeply…' Ruby's smile
grew.

"... Siena." Ruby looked at Siena. It was as if she was asking her
sister for something with her gaze.

"... Okay." Since she was free anyway, she didn't mind doing it.

"You, Maid. You come with me."

"..." Maria looked at Siena with a neutral gaze, but for a few
seconds, her eyes glowed blood red.

"...Oh?"

"I'm sorry, but... You can't order me." She was as kind as possible
since she didn't want to offend Siena, who was related to Ruby and
consequently related to her Master, but...

'The only one who can ordain me is my master and Lady Sasha.'

"..." Siena was silent and continued to stare at Maria, but it was
obvious that she clearly didn't like Maria's attitude.

"Eh..." Maria's smile grew, her hair seemed to defy gravity, and
thousands of red strands began to be scattered around the place.

'Does she think I'm afraid? HAHAHAHAHHA~! Never! The only
being I fear and respect is my master!'

"Stop." Ruby spoke in a cold tone that sent shivers down both
women's spines:

"Don't fight in this place."

"..." The two were silent.

"… Maria, can you help her? This will benefit my Husband as
well."



"Oh? Of course! I will, hehehe!" Maria ran out of the room.

"...This Maid is weird! How can she change so suddenly?"

"...." Ruby stared at Siena:

"Sister, stop being mean. You know you can't order the Maids of
other Clans."

"I know that, I just didn't like her tone. Just a few hours ago, she
was quite submissive, and now she's become this... Does Victor's
blood make such a difference to people?"

"You wouldn't believe…" Ruby sighed as she thought of Eve and
Bruna's changes.

From what was reported to her by the girls themselves, they were
quite different before they became vampires.

'I think Maria's case was more shocking because she went
through a lot of experiences that shaped her current personality?'
Ruby analyzed the situation calmly.

'But even so...' She looked towards the door:

'Her change is very drastic, she is practically another person now.'

"Anyway, I'm going to get that worm."

"Thank you, sister."

"You welcome."

When Siena left Ruby's lab, the woman took off her glasses, then
took off her white coat and laid it on the chair, as she let her long red
hair down.

"..." Pepper and Lacus stared at Ruby in silence while they
seemed to be waiting for something.



Ruby cracks her neck a little, and soon her face becomes lifeless:

"I'm going to visit my husband. Do you mind taking care of this
place for me?"

"Yes, Yes!" The two waved furiously.

"Thanks." She flashed a gentle smile that was at the same time
empty, and then she turned and walked towards the exit.

...

"HmmmHmmmHmmm." Violet was walking through the halls with
a gentle smile on her face, as she seemed to be in a very good mood.

Today was a beautiful day! The sky was blue! And for the first
time in a long time, the group has their peacetime!

No more hunters! No more incidents with wolves!

Now, she could make progress on her plan!

And what was her plan!?

What a stupid question! It was pretty obvious that the plan was to
deepen her relationship with Victor~!

She even bought some pretty 'hot' lingerie for this plan!

This week is the week when liquids will fly everywhere, this is the
week when the goose will be petted, and her cave will be explored!

A really fun week!

But... Fate sure was a bitch sometimes.

Violet looked out of the corner of her eye and saw a woman with
long red hair walking down the hall:



"Hmm? Ruby? Why do you have that face?"

"..." Ruby stops walking and looks at Violet:

"...You came at a good time."

"What happened?"

"Victor got another Maid." She wasn't even calling him Husband
or Darling.

"...What did you say..." Violet's eyes darkened completely.

"Darling… One or two is acceptable, three you've crossed the line
a bit, but… Four!? Four!?"

"What is this? Is it a pokemon collection? Huuh?" Violet's mood
turned completely bad.

She had been holding back for a long time, but that was the last
straw. They needed to talk!

"We will." Violet turned around and started walking towards a
certain location.

"..." Ruby nodded.

...
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Chapter9 Chapter 215: That day, I felt my
mother-in-law to heaven.

Victor was sitting on a sofa, and lying on that same sofa was a
beautiful woman with red hair.

Victor looked at Scathach's feet that were in his lap with a small
amused smile.

'She's getting really lazy these days.' He thought to himself.

Soon Victor, along with Scathach, who was already watching
Natashia, looked at the woman.

"My daughter..." Natashia stroked Sasha's hair a little while
looking at the girl with a little concern.

Seeing Natashia's affectionate attitude towards Sasha, Victor's
lips curved a little.

"You look happy, did something good happen?" Scathach asked
in a lazy tone.

"Not yet." Victor replied with a small smile on his face.

"Not yet, huh?" Scathach repeated what Victor said as she
seemed to be thinking about something.

"..." Victor looked at a spot, and his eyes shone blood red for a
few seconds while his smile seemed to widen a little.

Soon he looked back at Natashia; specifically speaking, he
looked at Sasha.

And when his eyes fell on Sasha, and a slight amount of pressure
left his body, he remembered what James looked like, and thought:



'Use her as an experiment, huh...' Victor didn't know what James'
plan was, and he didn't care either. He didn't give a damn if the man
wanted to destroy the vampires, conquer the world, no matter what 
James' plan was.

Victor was sure of one thing, he didn't care.

A man can do whatever he wants as long as it doesn't harm him,
his wives, or his family.

... And that was something he did.

"Oh?" Scathach looked at Victor's face out of the corner of her
eye:

"..." Her eyes narrowed, and she stared at Victor more closely, as
even the drowsiness she was feeling was completely erased.

"Are you getting stronger?" Scathach had a strange feeling that it
was like this man was getting more dangerous than before? Although
it was small, she could feel a slight sense of 'danger', but this
sensation was as small as a mosquito, but she was sure that it was
there.

And even though she's saying he's as dangerous as a mosquito,
to Scathach, this is surprising. After all, he shouldn't have a power
increase for 500 years, and if his power is increasing, it only means
one thing.

... He's breaking the rules again.

"I don't think I am." Victor was honest since he didn't feel himself
getting stronger, which frustrated him a lot, he just felt a slight
increase in the power of his blood, and that was because he's been
feeding too much these days, but that's just it...

He did not feel a significant increase as in the past.

"Lies."



"..." He looked at Scathach with a neutral gaze.

"It's not a lie, I really don't think I am."

"..." Scathach was silent while she seemed to be thinking about
something.

'Normally, when a vampire enters adulthood, he must train for 500
years, and when he reaches the age of 500, all the training experience
he has had in that time will be converted into power for his body... But
it's hard to say if this will happen to Victor, considering he's not just
any vampire...'

"Tell me what's going on." In the end, she decided to ask Victor.

"..." He displayed a gentle smile and spoke:

"Maybe I'll tell you another day." Victor couldn't say anything, but
it's not that he didn't want to. It's that he doesn't know what's going on.

"...Oh?" Scathach's eyes widened a little, is he growing balls?

...Actually, she's dealt with ballsy people before, she was just a
little surprised because it's been a while since someone disregarded
an order from her.

She knows that Victor has always been that way, even when he
didn't have the power he had now, he never changed, but she'd
forgotten a little because they're not interacting as much these days.

"Fine." Scathach rolled her eyes and went back to the scene of
Natashia taking care of her daughter.

"..." Looking at this scene, a memory from the past couldn't help
but pop into her mind, a memory from a long time ago, a time when
Scathach had just become a Countess after being tricked-... Cough,
convinced by the King of Vampires:



As usual, Scathach was seated on her throne in the mansion she
created.

BAMM!

Soon the sound of doors opening was heard.

Scathach slowly opened his eyes and looked at the woman.

She had long golden hair and a big sadistic smile, and, at that
time, she didn't wear that white dress; she wore something lighter and
easier to move around in. It was like a small noble dress that wasn't
very suitable for that time.

"I heard from my mother that the new countess was strong." She
looked full of confidence.

"Who are you brat?"

The woman narrowed her eyes a little.

"How rude, I'm about the same age as you, old woman."

A vein popped in Scathach's head as she watched the woman
more closely.

"..." Seeing the woman's features, Scathach remembered
Countess Carmila:

"I see, you're Carmila's daughter, huh?"

"Of course!" She beat her chest proudly even though... There was
almost nothing in that region.

Remembering the woman's mother, who was a voluptuous blonde
who could charm any being in this world with her beauty alone, she
flashed a small smile:

"...Well, it looks like that woman's genes weren't completely



inherited."

A vein popped in Natashia's head.

"I think it's your father's fault, all the women in your father's family
are just like you, thin and breastless... Poor Carmila."

... Scathach was quite childish at the time...

Several veins started popping in Natashia's head.

Rumble, Rumble.

Golden lightning began to cover Natashia's body.

Her hair began to defy gravity, and she looked at Scathach with
an angry face.

...She was very easy to tease at the time... Well, both women
were young.

"Oh?" Scathach's smile grew wider.

"Bitch, I'm going to kill you!" Her voice was like a rumble of
lightning.

Natashia disappears, leaving behind trails of lightning, and
appears in front of the ice throne.

BOOOOOOM!

Natashia attacked Scathach with all her strength!

But...

Scathach just held back Natashia's attack with bare hands.

"...Not Bad..." Scathach's eyes began to glow blood red, "But it's
not enough." A gigantic pressure left Scathach's body.



Gulp.

Natashia swallowed hard.

...

The result of that fight? Of course, Scathach won... But she
gained a nuisance that would always visit her to fight.

But... It's not like she disliked the woman. After all, she was
talented and evolved fast.

'Who would have thought that woman could make such an
expression...' Scathach thought as she looked at Natashia. Of all the
countesses, Natashia was the one Scathach knew best.

She had few interactions with Agnes, the countess of Clan Snow,
and the mother of her disciple, who was from Clan Adrastea.

"..." Hearing what Scathach said, Victor's gentle smile turned into
a loving smile.

He crawls towards Scathach.

"...?" Scathach looked at Vitor's face that before she knew it was
close to her:

"What are you doing?" For some reason, she didn't know her
heart was beating too fast.

Victor caresses Scathach's cheek and slowly lowers his hand to
Scathach's neck, which is in full view, considering, she was wearing
baggy clothes different from her usual clothes, a sight that almost no
people outside of Scathach's family saw:

"It's time to eat."

"Oh..." Understanding what Victor wanted, Scathach didn't deny
it, considering she'd already done it several times, and she was



getting a little hungry too...

But after Victor became a count, she couldn't help but feel her
heart pounding like a running horse when he did. She had no idea
why she felt that way, but... It's not like she disliked it.

Scathach adjusts her position while she looks at Victor's neck and
starts to unbutton his suit shirt.

Victor brings his face close to Scathach's neck.

He opens his mouth a little and then bites Scathach's neck.

"Hmm~..." Scathach held back the groan.

'As expected, her blood is better...' Victor felt like he was feasting.
Unlike the blood he had tasted before, the blood of Scathach, Violet,
Sasha, and Ruby were the best blood for him.

Slowly her eyes start to turn blood red, then she opens her mouth
and bites the area of Victor's collarbone.

Feeling that taste she never seems to get enough of,
unconsciously, she pulls Victor into a tighter hug.

She wraps her legs around Victor's waist and squeezes him like
she's trying to possess him!

Victor grips Scathach's waist a little tighter. 'That's not enough.'
His eyes seemed to glow blood red.

'I need more.'

"...?!" Suddenly Scathach felt a wave of heat invade her body, her
body started to get a little hot, and strange liquids started to come out
of an important place.

'I... I'm being sucked~.'



Her emotions started to get out of control, she felt excited, she felt
her body warm, it was as if Victor's fire was invading her body, she felt
hungry, her state was in chaos, but despite everything, she never
stopped biting Victor's neck.

She just squeezes Victor tighter.

If Victor didn't have a tough body, his entire body would already
be completely broken by this Scathach grip.

....

"..." Natashia's eyes were twitching a lot when she saw this vision
in front of her.

Victor was sitting on the couch with Scathach on his lap, while
both of their clothes were completely torn, they were both breathing
heavily.

Scathach had her head resting on Victor's chest, her hair was
completely messed up, and her mind was blank. She couldn't form
coherent thoughts.

"..." Natashia's vision dimmed a little, and then she saw a
suspicious liquid falling from an important place for Scathach and
thoroughly wetting the entire sofa area.

'... Why isn't she wearing anything? And more importantly, she is
leaking a lot! Was she that excited?'' Natashia's eyes began to glow
blood red as she realized that someone like Scathach was reacting so
strongly to Victor's 'love'.

'That's so lewd! So jealous! I want to feel it too!' She was very
honest with her thoughts.

Natashia felt warm to see this vision in front of her, even though
she knew they didn't do anything much, and they just sucked each
other's blood.



'But why are the two of them reacting as if they had sex like
rabbits for 7 days straight!?' She really wanted to know why they were
reacting this way.

Weren't they just eating?

Come to think of it now, she's jealous of that too! She wants to
feel that taste again! She wants the same treatment.

"…Ugh." She puts her hand to her head as a vein seems to pop in
her head. She was irritated, she was frustrated, and at the same time,
she was a little scared.

She was afraid to let her desires take over and fuck up the current
'relationship' she has with Victor.

'I should just wait... Yes, I should wait... Wait-...' She tried to
convince herself as best she could, but the sight of something rigid
touching the important part of Scathach, her thoughts stopped
completely.

Natashia's face turned a little red, and a seductive smile appeared
on her face:

'I want I want I want! I want that inside me! I want him to paint my
insides with his color!' Her eyes were blazing madly, her breathing
was completely messed up.

She had completely lost control...

"... It's time..." Victor suddenly spoke up.

"!!!" Hearing Victor's voice, Natashia quickly regains control of
her.

'That was close... I almost lost my control.' She sighed in relief
and, at the same time, felt frustrated.

"Hmm...?" Scathach raised her head and asked:



"Where are you going again?" Scathach asked curiously.

"For a date."

"...Oh." Scathach's mood seemed to have gotten a lot worse, and
not only her, Victor could sense a slight killing intent from someone
who was in the same room as him, but he completely ignored the
woman for the time being.

"..." Victor flashed a faint smile, "Do you want to go with me in the
future?"

"... Go to where?" She looked at Victor, confused.

"For a date."

"..." Scathach opened her eyes wide, seeing Victor's smile,
somehow she felt an itch on her cheek, she turned her face and
spoke:

"… whatever." Her mood seemed to have improved a lot.

Victor flashed a gentle smile since he knew that even though she
hadn't confirmed it, what Scathach said was basically a 'Yes'.

'She is so cute!' Victor was freaking out internally, but he just
stood up, holding Scathach like a princess, and soon he puts
Scathach on the couch.

"..." Scathach stares at Victor's back for a few seconds, but soon
she turns her face to the side since, for some reason, she felt like she
couldn't face him now.

Victor walked towards Natashia.

"..." Natashia's body trembled slightly when she saw him
approaching her. She was wondering if she had done something
wrong.



Victor stops in front of Natashia.

Natashia faced Victor without fear, but inside she was in chaos.

Victor displayed a small, neutral smile, he touched the woman's
head and caressed a little as he spoke,

"Remember what I said." He didn't have to say much. Even
though he didn't say anything to Natashia, he and she understood
each other in a way that didn't need words.

After all, she and Victor were a lot alike.

"..." Natashia opened her eyes a little. She will be honest; she
thought she would hate being treated like a child, but unexpectedly...

She liked...

Suddenly, everyone heard:

"Darling!" Ruby and Violet appeared with an annoyed look on
their faces, and their looks got even more annoyed when they saw
Victor's and Scathach's current state and Victor's hand on Natashia's
head.

Victor looked at Ruby and Violet with a gentle smile.

Seeing the state of the girls.

Somehow, Victor could hear the music of Boss Fight.

....
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Chapter10 Chapter 216: The day Victor
motivated his mother-in-law.

"You've arrived at a good time." Victor had a gentle little smile.

Suddenly his face changed and took on a serious expression:

"I need to talk to you."

Violet and Ruby had a lot of things they wanted to talk about,
mainly because Victor was collecting so many women. They didn't
mind at first because Victor didn't seem interested in these women like
he was with Scathach when they first met.

But four women is too much! What does he think he's doing!?

Violet and Ruby's feelings were on edge like they could commit
genocide at any time without even realizing it!

And that feeling grew even more when they saw the state of
Scathach and Natashia!

Scathach is understandable. After all, they act alike, so this is
something inevitable to happen. Even Ruby has already given up on
this matter, although she would never have thought that she would
have the same husband as her mother, but!

Even Natashia!?

What will be next? Violet's mother!?

Is he planning on taking all of his wives' mothers!?

But despite having these feelings overflowing the flower of the
skin...



They decided to listen to what Victor had to say first, considering
he never says something useless.

"... What is it?" Violet took the initiative and asked for her and
Ruby.

"…It's something very important, do you want to hear it?" he
asked with the same serious face.

A vein pops in Violet's head, "Spit it out!" She clearly wasn't here
to joke around!

"..." Ruby nodded in agreement with Violet.

'Let's see how he handles it...' Scathach crossed her legs and
flashed a faint smile while she seemed to be enjoying herself in a
strange way that she didn't even notice.

"..." Natashia's eyes twitched a little when she saw the position
Scathach was in, her important place was clearly on display, and she
could even see that she was completely wet.

"...Scathach, put on something, it's all in sight." She spoke in a
neutral tone.

"...Oh." Scathach made a surprised face since she had
completely forgotten about that, and her face turned a little red when
she realized the state of her important place. She doesn't mind being
seen by those people who are in the room; after all, they are all
women, but showing this 'shameful' look is a first for her, and she was
a little embarrassed.

'...isn't she very clueless?' Natashia thought with a surprised face.

Scathach soon gets up from the couch and walks towards a wall,
then, reaching that wall, she takes a simple and long dress, rips off the
clothes she was wearing, and puts on the dress.

Despite wearing a simple long dress, her charm seems to have



increased several times over, while she had the 'charm of an older
woman.'

"...." Somehow, Natashia thinks she should have kept her clothes
torn and everything on display:

'Hasn't her attack power just tripled with that dress?' Natashia
couldn't help but think about it.

Looking at Scathach, who sat down again a little way away from
where she was, Natashia couldn't help but think:

'As expected of the strongest female vampire.'

"Hmm... How do I tell you this..." Victor assumed a face as if he
was thinking about something very important while he touched his
chin and closed his eyes.

"..." Violet and Ruby started to get anxious because it seemed
that Victor wanted to say it was very important.

The thought of 'he will leave me' never crossed her mind. After all,
that was impossible, and if that happened, they would kidnap him and
force them to keep them!

This is how female vampires do things! They push, push, and
push harder!

In the battle called 'love', they are the most active!

Victor opens his eyes and looks at the girls with a serious look,
"Okay, I'll tell you."

A small vein popped in Ruby's head, 'Why is he taking so long!?
Just tell me what you mean!' She was more impatient than usual since
she seemed to have been influenced a bit by Violet.

Although... Unlike Violet, she didn't say that.



"... I..."

"I-?" Unconsciously, they repeated what Victor said.

"... I..."

"..." They were silent this time. Was he playing with them!?

Seeing the impatient faces of his wives, Victor grew a small smile
and realized that now was the time to talk about the important thing he
wanted to talk to them about.

"I want to go on a date with you."

".... Huh?" Violet's brain, and Ruby's, seemed to stop working.

Seizing the opportunity, as if he were an experienced warrior with
over 20000 years of battle, Victor attacked without mercy!

"I promised, right?" He flashed a gentle smile:

"I promised I'd take you on a date."

"...Yes." This time it was Ruby who spoke. To be honest, she
thought that Victor had completely forgotten what he said.

"I haven't had much time since I got back from Nightingale, you
know how hectic those days were..."

Nod, Nod.

The two nodded, their faces still surprised.

"But now that most of the issues are resolved, I can spend more
time with you guys, and, thinking about it..." He walked towards Violet
and Ruby.

Gulp.



Violet and Ruby swallowed, and a small anticipation began to
build inside them.

Victor arrived in front of them and took both of the girls' hands:

"I thought, why not go on a date with my beloved wives?" He
displayed a gentle smile that was very different from usual. It was a
smile that conveyed a warm and peaceful feeling.

bang, bang,

BOOOOOOOOOOOM!

The two girls' hearts were hit with several surprise attacks, and
they couldn't handle this sudden development.

"... T-That is a good idea." Ruby was definitely not against this
proposal, and you can even see from her small smile and her slightly
red cheeks she was getting high hopes for her date with Victor!

Ruby was defeated easily!

But Violet wouldn't fall so easily! Who is Violet? She is already an
experienced adult woman. She has done many things that cannot be
said to a child, so she will definitely not fall for just that!

"…Will you take me on a date too?" She asked.

"..." Victor displayed a small, gentle smile:

"You know that story you told me?"

"... What story?" Violet talked to Victor a lot at night, and she had
no idea what story he was talking about.

"The story of the couple who spent 7 days and 7 nights alone in a
room," Victor spoke.

"...Oh..." Violet recalled now, she remembers reading a book



about a couple who were stranded in the mountains for 7 days and 7
nights, and they did all sorts of things...

Her face started to get a little red, and her heart started to pound
madly.

"How about that?"

"...Y-Yes?" She didn't understand Victor's question.

With the same gentle smile on his face, he asked again, "What do
you think about this? 7 days and 7 nights in a place just the two of
us?"

"Y-Yeah, S-Sound good." She couldn't respond normally since
her thoughts had gone down a path of no return a long time ago. She
was thinking of all sorts of things she was going to do with Victor.

"Good."

"...." Natashia and Scathach looked at Victor with their mouths
open.

'7 days and 7 nights...' Scathach thought, somehow, she thought
this was a good idea, she hadn't spent time alone with her disciple for
a long time, and she wanted to teach him several things.

Conveniently, she deleted the 'couple' part.

'I need to see how much he's evolved too...' Scathach was
already thinking about the training she was going to do with him, and
somehow, she was getting excited.

'...What is this feeling of expectations?' She can't help but flash a
small smile.

Natashia looked at Ruby and Violet:

'...isn't he very experienced in dealing with these situations? Who



taught him?'

...

"ATCHOO!"

Anna sneezed.

"Hmm? Is anyone talking about me?"

"That was a pretty cute way to sneeze..." Leon said as he looked
at his wife.

"Shut up." She was a little embarrassed.

"Yeah yeah." He flashed a small smile and went back to watching
his movie.

...

Despite being a little surprised by Victor's 'experience' in these
matters, she was a little interested in the story of the couple who spent
7 days and 7 nights alone.

She showed a perverted little smile, 'Did they do this and that?
And they stuck it in that place too?'

Just imagining doing all this with Victor, a warm feeling began to
cover her body.

"Hehehehehe~." She didn't fail to display a perverted little smile,
as she was getting horny!

"..." Hearing Natashia's strange laugh, everyone looked at her.

"...What?" She awoke from her stupor and spoke.

"Nothing." Everyone spoke.



"So, who are you having on your first date?" Ruby, in an attempt
to change the subject, asked.

"..." The women's attention went to Victor.

Victor looked at Ruby and replied:

"Of course it's you."

"Eh?"

Ruby was surprised.

Nod, Nod.

Violet nodded, satisfied. If she had chosen her first, she would
have been happy, but!

Somewhere in her heart, she was going to feel disappointed in
Victor.

But she would definitely be happy! She wants to do this and that
as quickly as possible! She was Horny!

But she would be disappointed in him too...

...Women are complicated...

Victor flashed a small smile, he lifted his hand and touched his
hair, and with a simple gesture, he pushed his hair up. He was very
much like a certain twin brother of a half-demon who wore a red coat.

He raises both arms like he's someone trying to provoke
someone else.

"Kaguya, do you Magic." Despite not being around, Victor has
absolute confidence that Kaguya would listen.

"Yes, Master." Kaguya's excited voice echoed throughout the



place.

Shadows began to cover Victor's body, and in less than a few
seconds, he was fully dressed in his usual suits.

"...He likes to show off, huh? I wonder who he learned it from."
Natashia looked at Scathach.

Hearing what Natashia said, Violet also looked at Scathach.

"Yes, I wonder who he learned that from..." Scathach spoke
neutrally.

"..." It was you! He learned from you! They wanted to scream it,
but they were silent.

"Oh? All black this time?" Victor spoke when he saw the color of
his suit.

Kaguya came out of the ground, "Master must change color a few
times."

"I see." Victor turned to Ruby and walked towards her:

"Kaguya, wait here."

"...Yes." Kaguya wanted to deny it. She wanted to stay in Victor's
shadow, but it was an order from her master, so she couldn't do
anything.

"...?" Ruby was confused when Victor walked towards her, but
when she realized Victor's intentions, she spoke up:

"W-Wait, I haven't psyched myself up yet! I didn't get dressed
either, I'm ugly!" If human women all over the world heard what Ruby
said now, they would definitely curse her and at the same time agree
with her, considering preparations for women are like a divine law that
should never be broken.



"Non-sense."

"You look beautiful, Honey." He continued walking with a small,
gentle smile.

"..." She flashed a gentle smile; she liked the compliment BUT!

That doesn't mean she would give in. She needs to make
preparations!

Change clothes, shower, put on makeup, choose clothes, buy
new clothes, read some dating books!

She wasn't prepared enough yet!

"The place we're going is quite… unique."

"What's the-... Huh?" She was going to ask where they were
going, but Victor took that chance and took the woman in a princess
carry.

"I'll be back in 4 or 7 days. Use Kaguya to let me know if
something urgent happens."

The women had different reactions to what Victor said.

"Master..." Kaguya wanted to say that she would miss him but
remained silent.

"Damn, 4 – 7 days of fun." Natashia was quite honest.

Nod, Nod.

Violet nodded in agreement with Natashia, "She's lucky."

There were many things that Natashia wanted to mention to
Violet. After all, she will receive the same treatment in a few days, but
she remained silent and said:



"...Yes."

"Have a nice trip..." Scathach was feeling strange. She knows that
on this trip, something will happen, and Ruby will lose her virginity,
and she feels happy as a mother, considering Victor is a good man
and son-in-law.

But she feels complicated as a woman. She doesn't know why
she felt this way, but only that she does feel this way.

"Don't give me grandchildren yet, I 'm too young for that."
Scathach flashed a slight smile.

"..." Everyone in the room, except Victor, fell silent.

They meant:

Woman, if you're young, Jesus is a baby! What aren't you the
same age as the 21st century!

But they were silent.

"Hahaha, we don't have enough responsibility to have a child right
now." Victor laughed and treated this as a joke.

"..." Ruby just kept silent and hid her face in Victor's chest since
she didn't want to comment on that right now!

"That's true, son, it's a big responsibility." She spoke while looking
at Ruby.

"Indeed." Victor agreed with Scathach.

And then he turns around, "See you soon...-"

"Wait, Wait!" Before Victor left, Natashia suddenly remembered
something and called out to him.

"Hmm?"



"I will leave in two days... I will personally fight the Horseman Clan
leader, I want you to be there." She called out to everyone.

"...Oh?" He was definitely interested in going. After all, it's a fight
between two vampire counts! But...

"Girls can go if they want, but..." He looked at Ruby with a gentle
smile,

"I have to spend time with my wife." He refused.

"...Darling..." Ruby felt happy for Victor's attitude, she knew how
much of a battle maniac Victor was, and he definitely wanted to go
see this fight.

She felt happy and, at the same time complicated, she felt that
she was being trouble.

"...Hmm?" Ruby's thoughts stop running wild when she feels
Victor's forehead gently touch her forehead.

"Don't think nonsense."

"..." Ruby stared into Victor's red eyes that were closer than
usual.

"You are more precious to me than a fight."

"...Darling~."

Victor displayed a gentle smile and then turned to Natashia,
"That's it, I won't be able to, but... I'm rooting for you."

"..." Natashia flashed a small satisfied smile, but Victor hadn't
finished speaking.

Victor's eyes began to glow blood red, and he displayed a small
smile that showed his sharp teeth, as he held Ruby with just one
hand, and with the other hand, he pointed at Natashia:



"You must defeat him, a defeat that will make them remember
your name forever. You must show him what it means to be a
'Vampire Count'."

"A complete defeat, a crushing defeat, crush him like a bug!"

"Do it in a way that your daughter is proud of you!"

"Of course-..." She was about to say something, but Victor wasn't
finished yet.

"If you reach that, we'll talk."

"!!!" Natashia opened her eyes wide, her whole body started to
shake, and she lowered her head a little.

Rumble, Rumble, Rumble.

Victor's body began to be covered in lightning, "Take care, girls."

Soon he disappeared, leaving behind trails of golden lightning.

When Victor left, Natashia suddenly shouted with a distorted
smile:

"Let's Fucking GOOOOOO!"

"I will destroy this motherfucker! AHAHAHAHAHAHHAHA~!"

She was very excited.

........
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Chapter11 Chapter 217: My mother-in-law is
motivated, and she wants…

Chapter 217: My mother-in-law is motivated, and she wants…

"Well, he sure knows how to cheer someone up…" Violet spoke
with a smile and a lifeless look as she looked at Natashia's crazy
state.

The woman was completely motivated, and she could easily see
that Victor intentionally provoked his mother-in-law to achieve this
result.

'What is Darling thinking?' It's at those times that Violet didn't
understand Victor, despite knowing 'EVERYTHING' about him, some
things she still doesn't know.

'His unpredictability is irritating…' Violet started to use her head
since she understood how Victor acts, and Natashia was basically a
crazier version of her mother. It was as if Agnes was going back to
adolescence…

'Ah…' When Violet thought of her mother, she completely
understood what Victor was thinking.

Victor was just like Violet, and Natashia was a younger version of
Agnes.

And Violet is very similar to Agnes, as reports from close people
say that Violet is not as crazy as her mother, but she is just like her
mother.

And Natashia was very similar to Sasha, although she was
lacking in some areas, but she had those thick legs that Sasha also
has.



Violet's brain was starting to catch fire…

Simple math: Young Agnes + Violet + Sasha similarities =
Natashia.

'Is Darling interested in her?' Violet's eyes were more lifeless than
before.

'Wait… He's not someone who forgives easily, and he's always
going to prioritize his wives first, so that's not it…'

Hmm…

BOOOOOOM!

A small fire explosion happened in Violet's head, she
overheated!: 

'AHHHHHH! Screw this! Then I won't think about it!"

The girls ignored Violet's oddities. After all, they were used to it.

"I wonder who he learned that from..." Scathach said as he looked
at Natashia with eyes similar to Violet's.

"..." Violet looked at Scathach with a dry look while she had an
expression that said, are you really saying that now?

Of course, he learned from you!

"...Ugh...so much noise..." Sasha, who was sleeping, slowly
started to wake up.

And when her consciousness was almost awakening, she heard
more clearly a person's laughter:

"AHAHAHAHAHAHAH~."

Rumble, Rumble.



Lightning seemed to be dancing around Natashia, her hair was
defying gravity a little, and she had a crazy expression on her face.

'I can barely wait! Just two more days! Two days! FUCK! I should
have just put in 1 day!' She was quite impatient when she was excited.

Although Victor didn't say much and just said, "We'll talk."

This gave Natashia a motivation!

In Natashia's mind.

If Victor wants to talk about something, of course, the topic is
definitely about that topic!

The subject where he grabs her from behind and sends all the
white liquids inside her! The subject that he will become hers as she
will become his!

The subject where they will finally fuck the world!

A vampire count who is married to two countesses!?

The world will turn upside down!

But of course, that wasn't what made Natashia smile like a
madwoman.

'He will do this and that with me, he will release everything inside
me, and I will have his children!'

"AHAHAHAHAHA~"

... She was completely beside herself.

Sasha looked at her mother and saw her crazy state, then, with a
tired look, she looked at Violet and Scathach:

"...What the hell is happening here?" She pointed at Natashia.



"... Let's say my Darling said something to this bitch." Violet's
mood isn't very good now that Victor is gone, but it's more
manageable because she's going to have a '7 days and 7 nights' date
with her husband.

'Hehehehehehe~, we can try what mom showed me when I was
little, and there are also those videos that Ruby used to see while
hidden. Oh, we can try what Sasha likes too!' Although it didn't look
like it on the outside, on the inside, she was thinking about things that
were completely unsafe for children.

... She knows a lot about the people close to her.

"Indeed." Scathach was not in a good mood either.

But like Violet, she wasn't completely irritated because she was
thinking about the time she was going to spend with Victor.

'What kind of training should I do with him?' She asked to herself,
and as she thought about it, a smile couldn't help but appear on her
face.

"Huh?" Sasha didn't understand at all. What did Victor say to her
mother?

"Well, I will inform the Maids about our master's departure."
Kaguya suddenly spoke up and drew all the girls' attention to her.

"Let me know if you decide to return to Nightingale to watch the
Former Countess Annasthashia play."

"...?" Violet didn't seem to understand something.

"Aren't you going with us to Nightingale?"

"..." Kaguya looked at Violet and said:

"My master didn't order anything for me or my Maids, which
means I'm free to do what I want, and with my will, I decide that I



would wait for him here."

"Oh, I get it now... What about the other Maids?"

"Until Master orders otherwise, all Maids will stay in this residence
with me." Kaguya knows that the girls still have a lot to learn.

"I get it, that's a shame, but we can't do anything about it." Violet
nodded, despite being a maid of the Snow Clan, from the moment
Kaguya made a contract with Victor...

'Theoretically', she no longer needs to listen to Violet's orders, but
as Kaguya still belonged to the Snow Clan, she can do some favors,
but she can't do anything that would harm her 'current' master or
herself.

But of course, it all depended on Kaguya's own will and whether
she would accept it or not.

"Hahaha~. Victor probably doesn't know the responsibility he has
on his back now." Scathach chuckled softly.

Scathach said this because she understands how a Clan works.

For a Clan, the 'Clan head' order is everything.

Which means if Victor doesn't specifically order, no one can order
his Maids, not even the women in this room.

After all, they're not officially married yet, and even if they were
married, it would still be questionable if they could order the Maids.
After all, Victor needs to give the girls his last name.

"Eve, will you take care of her?" Scathach asked with curiosity
and a little slight annoyance, considering that girl had Victor's last
name, but...

She didn't think much about it, Eve's situation was very
reminiscent of one of her daughters' past, and because of that, she felt



a little nostalgic when she looked at the girl.

"She still doesn't understand what it means to have the surname
'Alucard.'" Despite having spoken like that, everyone in the room
understood that Kaguya's answer was:

'No.'

"Your hierarchy is completely messed up, you need to fix this."
Violet touched her head as if she had a headache. For a Clan to have
a well-defined command structure is essential.

Take the Snow Clan as an example.

If Violet's Parents are not present, Violet will assume
responsibility for the entire Clan, and if Violet is not present, Hilda will
assume control of all of Agnes' Maid.

And if even she is not present, a vote will be started, and the
members of the Clan named 'Snow' will need to elect a new temporary
leader.

At least, that's how it works with Clan Snow, but Violet knows that
every Clan is different.

"...Lady Violet, you are wrong."

"...?" What am I wrong? Violet didn't understand a thing.

"...Victor is the leader, that's obvious, but then what?" Natashia,
who had already stopped laughing, asked in a neutral tone, although
the big smile on her face couldn't be hidden.

"The temporary hierarchy of Clan Alucard is quite simple."
Kaguya raised her finger and began to explain:

"The leader is my master, as a more experienced Maid who has a
direct contract with the Clan leader himself, I can take second place in
the hierarchy of command."



"But if Eve makes a decision and decides to take responsibility for
everything, she can take charge."

That was the weight of someone who had the Clan's surname.

"But even if she makes that decision, I have free will whether I will
decide to follow her order or not. After all, I have a contract with
'Victor', not 'Alucard.'"

"...Leaving someone inexperienced with Clan affairs is not a good
idea, although you don't have much to do yet..." Natashia said.

"Yes, because of that, I will take charge of everything until my
master returns."

"This is complicated, why do you have so many rules?" Sasha
asked. She had never stopped to think about it until now, considering
Julia and her mother took care of all this bureaucracy.

"It is necessary." Natashia and Scathach spoke at the same time.

"..." The two looked at each other for a few seconds, and then
Scathach spoke in a neutral tone:

"You speak, you can explain better."

"Okay." Natashia nodded and explained with a small neutral
smile.

"In a nutshell, servants and hired maids need to have very strict
rules. This will prevent the usurpation of power."

"I never understood that. Why bother with these rules if you're
strong?" Violet spoke out loud since she never understood these rules
to prevent 'usurpation' of power. After all, if you are strong, no one will
have the courage to do that to you.

"...Not all vampires are strong like us, some Clan leaders are
weaker than Yuki." Scathach suddenly spoke while mentioning the



white-haired maid of the Snow Clan.

"The king needed to create rules like this to avoid chaos in
society, after all, you know the natures of vampires."

"We are greedy beings." Natashia flashed a big smile as she
looked at her daughter and imagined the two of them doing things that
couldn't be said to children with Victor.

"...I see." Sasha and Violet spoke at the same time, while they
seemed to have understood several things.

"Oh, where's Darling? You were talking about him just now, and I
tried looking for him, but I couldn't find him." Sasha spoke in a way
that changed the subject.

"..." All the women looked at Sasha and spoke at the same time:

"They went on a date."

"…Eh?"

...

A golden ray was flying in the sky quite stably. Looking at the
clouds passing by her, Ruby fixed her red hair and said:

"Where are we going, D-Darling." She tried to remain calm but
ended up failing in the end.

Victor showed a small smile and spoke in a simple and easy to
understand way:

"To the north."

"North?"

"Yeah."



"Where in the North?" She asked curiously, considering the North
covered a vast area, right?

"The North."

"..." Ruby fixed Victor with a dry look.

"I'm asking where you're taking me."

"Hmm? But I already told you, I'm taking you to the North."

"..." Ruby pouted and said:

"Fine, you don't have to say it."

"..." A few minutes pass, and they continue to fly in the sky.

Ruby stared at the clouds passing by at high speed while her
thoughts were in chaos.

'Date? What do you do on a date? As expected, is it like an
anime? Will we go to an arcade and then watch a movie? We'll bring
our feelings together, and after the date, we'll go to a cheap hotel...
And then we'll do S-S-S...' Her face turned a little red, and she couldn't
even think of the word.

No longer able to be silent alone with her thoughts, she asked:

"…How long will it take to get to 'North'?"

"Hmm, I don't know, but it will probably take a while."

"..." Again, a silence fell on the place.

A few minutes pass.

She started to think about her mother's words, her heart started to
beat faster, she was not emotionally prepared for this!



Then she speaks again:

"Have we arrived yet?" She wanted to get away from him for a bit
and breathe! She needed to calm down.

"No."

A few minutes pass again, and she asks:

"Have we arrived yet?"

"No." Victor replied with a small smile.

Ruby's smile grew a little, and then she was silent again. Then,
while she was looking at the plane passing a little in the distance, she
asked:

"Have we arrived yet?"

"... No."

"..." A silence fell around again, and this time Victor spoke with a
gentle smile:

"I understood that reference."

"I know." She laughed a little since Ruby knew that Victor
watched a lot of movies.

Victor laughed along with Ruby, and soon he said:

"Lean on me, and get some rest, when you least realize it, we'll
arrive."

"...OK." Ruby spoke in a soft voice as she leaned on Victor's
chest and closed her eyes a little.

A few minutes passed again, and Ruby asked:



"Darling..."

"Hmm?"

"You can go faster, right?" She asked this because she saw
Victor reach Mach speed in the past battle, so she knows he is not
flying at full speed.

"Yeah." Victor didn't deny Ruby's words.

"Why aren't you going faster?"

"I'm not in a hurry."

"..." Ruby was silent when she heard what Victor said, as she
seemed to be waiting for his next words.

"I know if I used my speed, and you covered yourself with your ice
power, we could travel faster, but..."

"I'm not in a hurry." It is because of this reason that he also did
not ask Natalia to create a portal for them.

"I want to spend time with my wife, and I'll forget about other
things and just focus on you." He was completely honest as always.

"...O-Oh..." Ruby hadn't expected those words, and somehow her
face couldn't help but turn a little red, and a small, imperceptible smile
appeared on her face.

Victor looked at Ruby and flashed a loving smile: 

"Just enjoy the ride, Honey.."

"... I will…" She spoke in a low voice.

.......
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Chapter12 Chapter 218: Cute.
Chapter 218: Cute.

Somewhere in Sweden.

Looking at the sky that was starting to get a little clearer, Victor
spoke aloud:

"It will be dawn any moment, let's stop for a while and rest."

"... That's a good idea."

It was times like these that Ruby envied the Snow Clan trait! Only
at those times, and at times when she had to wear that suffocating
cloak.

Seeing that Ruby agreed with his idea, Victor began to slow down
and stopped in midair, and then he began to float.

Like an eagle, Victor's eyes looked to the ground as if looking for
prey.

He felt his eyes 'ZOOM' to the spot he wanted.

"Hmm..." He saw a tall building and saw that the presidential suite
in that building was empty.

"Hold on."

"... I already am."

"Hold on tighter."

"...Fine." Ruby did as Victor asked and held him tighter.

Feeling something soft on his chest, he flashed a small smile:



"Good."

He definitely didn't do it because he wanted to feel that soft
something more… He definitely didn't do it because of that.

... Who does he want to fool?

Since Victor knew he needed a reason for Ruby to hold on to him
so tightly, he did something obvious.

He let gravity do its work.

"!!!" Feeling her fall at high speed towards the ground, she held on
tighter to Victor.

"..." Victor's smile grew a little, and he continued to fall for a few
seconds until he approached the same altitude of the building. He
then turned in mid-air as if he were a cat that was going to land on its
feet and kicked a little ice shelf he created.

And with the impulse of that act, he flew to the balcony of the
building.

"...D-Darling, we're going to crash." Ruby stuttered a little when
she saw the building approaching them, and Victor wasn't slowing
down.

"..." Victor didn't say anything and just continued with the same
smile as the building got closer and closer.

"Darling!" Ruby was getting anxious, she wasn't scared, she knew
she wasn't going to die, but it was going to hurt a lot, and she would
have to pay for the damages that she and her husband caused to the
owner!

She was very responsible for not ignoring the trouble she caused!

But when she thought about it, she felt her speed slow, and like
magic, they landed softly on the building's balcony.



"...?" She noticed that when they were a few meters away from
hitting the building, their speed began to slow down unnaturally as if
everything was going according to plan.

Victor landed softly on the floor and then let Ruby out of his arms.

Ruby stood on the floor and stretched her body a little.

"Ugh, staying in that same position for a few hours made the body
stiff."

"..." Victor watched Ruby silently. Her hair was a bit messy from
the trip, her clothes were messy too, but despite all that, she still
exuded a natural charm that attracted him.

Mainly that frontal area that had a destructive power capable of
overthrowing countries.

"...?" Ruby looked at Victor and saw him staring at her body with a
neutral gaze.

"What? Is there something wrong with me?" she asked as she
looked at her body.

"..." Victor closed his eyes, and displayed a gentle smile, then he
spoke in an easy to understand way:

"There's nothing wrong with you, I was just admiring my wife."

"Wha-..." Before Ruby could react to Victor's words, the man
turned and walked over and jumped onto the porch screen.

He turned to Ruby and said, "Wait for me here."

"…where are you going, Darling?" Ruby asked in a cold voice that
held a little shame.

"I will rent this room."



"...Oh, but are they open at this hour?" Ruby asked.

"Of course, they will be, from what I could see from afar, this is a
5-star hotel, and this area where we are is an area of people who
have money which means-." Victor was going to explain his reasoning,
but Ruby suddenly continued.

"That they would lose money if they didn't leave the hotel open
24/7. After all, the rich don't have hours, and those kinds of people
always bring women to this type of hotel."

"Exactly." He flashed a small smile.

"...Oh, I'm sorry about that, it's just a habit." She knew people got
upset when she interrupted them. She wouldn't be apologizing if it was
with someone else, but since it was her husband, she felt like she
should do that, despite her usual attitude...

"No need to apologize." Victor flashed a gentle smile:

"That's just your way, and I love it."

"..." Ruby's cheeks turned slightly red, but she managed to keep
her poker face.

Victor flashed a loving smile and said, "I'll see you soon."

He took a little step back, and as if he were a suicidal madman,
he started to fall towards the ground.

... He was definitely having fun with his physical abilities.

Seeing that Victor was gone, Ruby crouched on the floor in a fetal
position and placed her hands on her head.

"Ughyaaaaaaa!"

For a moment, she seemed to scream like Pepper.



"This is so embarrassing! This is so embarrassing! This is so
embarrassing!" She felt like she was about to do something lewd,
something inappropriate, and extremely perverted!

She's not like that! She is a lady! A noble woman!

... A funny thing, she considered sleeping together naked as
something not lewd, the daughters of Scathach had twisted views of
common sense...

Remembering Victor's words:

"There's nothing wrong with you, I was just admiring my wife."

Ruby's cheeks started to burn as her face turned completely red,
and she started rolling this way and that!

"AHHHHH!"

In some weird way, she thought that Victor's words were having
more of an effect today! She was not usually like that! She usually
didn't get so anxious with just a few kind words.

She stopped rolling and looked at the sky:

"Seriously... What's happening to me...?" She couldn't understand
this feeling of anxiety, this feeling of anticipation, this feeling of love
that was overflowing her entire being.

Looking at the sky that was almost dawning, she thought; 'That's
not a bad feeling...'

'Cute.'

"!!!?" Hearing the thoughts of someone she knew all too well, she
quickly stood up and looked out onto the porch.

"Darling!?" Her face was completely red, 'don't tell me he saw this
embarrassing display!?'



"...." A silence fell on the place, a few minutes passed, and Victor
still didn't appear.

"…Am I imagining things?" Ruby's expression morphed into one
of confusion, and she swore she heard Victor's voice in her head.

Was she finally going crazy? It was time, wasn't it?

I mean, her mother, her older sister, her younger sister, her
middle sister, her childhood friends, and even her own husband were
crazy people!

It would be a divine miracle if she didn't become like them too.

"Well... I must be imagining things." Ruby got up from the floor
and straightened her appearance, soon she turned around, but when
she did, she saw Victor standing at the porch entrance.

"...Eh?" Ruby's entire body froze.

He was leaning against the porch entrance with his arms crossed,
and he had a gentle smile on his face:

"...How can I say, this is the second time this has happened."

Ruby's entire face turned completely red as she pointed her finger
at him and said:

"HH-HOW!?"

"…?" Victor, at first, didn't understand the meaning of her
question, but after some thought, he finally understood that she was
asking how he could be so fast.

Victor touched his chest and spoke in a noble voice, "I am the
fastest man alive." Lightning seemed to dance around Victor as if
confirming his words.

It wasn't arrogance or pride. It was confidence. He had



confidence that no man could surpass him in terms of speed, and if
anyone ever surpassed him, he would be very happy to fight that
person!

He specified 'man' because he knew that his mother-in-law was a
monster in terms of speed...

That's why he said he was the fastest 'man' alive, not the fastest
'being' alive, considering there was a woman who was definitely the
fastest woman alive.

... This was something Victor hid from everyone, but he was quite
interested in fighting Natashia again, although he didn't do it now
because he knew he would lose miserably since she was no longer
'Natasha'.

She was 'Natashia', the real countess.

Seeing Ruby's shocked face still, he added:

"And going down to the front desk, convincing a few people was a
pretty quick and simple thing to do for us as vampires."

A vein popped in Ruby's head, "... This is no time for references!"
She was freaking out for the first time, as she was very ashamed and
angry, and because she was ashamed, she swore that if she saw a
hole, she would want to get into it and stay there forever!

"What are you talking about?" Victor didn't understand.

"UGHHHH!" She shook her head furiously; her husband being so
uncultured was something that bothered her too!

Seeing Ruby's reaction, he couldn't help but think, 'Has she finally
joined the club?' Should he congratulate her and buy some kind of
blood cake?

Victor didn't know, but...



Seeing Ruby's reaction: 'Cute.' He couldn't help but think about it,
she might be cold as an iceberg, but he knew that behind all that ice,
there was someone very loving and precious.

"..." Victor was just silent as he watched his wife freak out, while
he was enjoying the beginning of the couple's trip a lot.

...

While Victor was enjoying his trip, a little chaos was happening
with his Maids.

"Master left... Master went out... Master went out... Master went
out... Master went out... Master went out... Master went out... Master
out... Master out... Master out..." Eve was in the fetal position, she was
in the corner of the room, and she kept repeating those words like a
broken record.

An aura of depression seemed to surround her.

"He abandoned me... He abandoned me... He abandoned me...
He abandoned me... He abandoned me... He abandoned me..." The
same thing happened with Bruna, but she was still better than Eve.

She could still stand, but her despairing face was downright
terrifying in Kaguya's opinion.

"...Well, shit..." Kaguya said. She didn't expect the news of Victor
being away for a few days would cause such chaos. Now, even if she
wanted to, she couldn't leave this mansion.

Kaguya just arrived in this room and saw the two Maids talking
together, so she thought it was a good idea, and said:

"Master is out, he'll be back in at least a week-..." She couldn't
even finish her words that the two women's reactions were the worst
possible.

Bruna's eyes darkened, and she froze.



Eve was shocked for a few minutes, then after, she went to a
corner of the room and kept repeating those words.

Remembering what happened, Kaguya couldn't help but
facepalm, as she clearly remembered the situation that Victor found
the two women in.

In a simple way to understand, Victor was the 'pillar' for the two
women, and upon receiving the news that he left suddenly, the two
seemed to think that they were abandoned.

'How could I not think of that?' Kaguya felt a little regretful now
because she hadn't thought of that possibility when she went to
interact with the Maids.

'As expected, I haven't worked hard enough yet to become a
perfect Maid.' If she were a perfect Maid, she would consider
everything and everyone.

"Hmm, this is an unexpected development." Natalia appeared
with Roberta and Luna.

"..." Looking at the women, Kaguya showed a strange face, 'what
is this strange group?'

"Why are they reacting like this?" Roberta asked curiously.

"My Master left." Kaguya spoke in a simple and easy to
understand tone.

"Oh..." Roberta and Natalia reacted at the same time.

"That explains a lot of things." Luna said. She had just received
the news that Ruby had left, but as the woman who broke the news
was so excited, she couldn't get the information about who Ruby left
with.

... just out of curiosity, the woman was 'Pepper'.



"Then what will you do?" Natalia asked curiously.

"I do not know." Kaguya was honest since she wasn't very good
at consoling people.

"... Hmm..." Roberta touched her cheek with her finger and
seemed to be thinking about something, then she said:

"I can try something, but I need your permission."

Kaguya looked at the woman with long black hair and violet eyes
with a neutral gaze, "What are you going to do?" Though spoken
neutrally, it was pretty clear that she wasn't going to let any harm be
done to the girls.

"You don't have to look at me like that, I won't do anything, I can't
use my powers either."

"..." Kaguya knew that, so she was silent and looked at the
woman in a way that said: 'continue.'

"I learned about Bruna's past when I talked to her. I assume from
Eve's reaction, she must have been through something similar."

"A 'tragic' situation."

"I'll just motivate them myself a little bit."

"..." Kaguya didn't feel any bad intentions coming from Roberta,
and she knew that, unlike Eve, who was suspicious of everyone,
Bruna was very chatty.

"What are you going to do specifically?" Natalia asked in a neutral
tone.

She spoke in a gentle tone, "I will be a motivation coach, Yay~."
She did the simple 'Y' with two fingers.

"..." For some reason, Natalia and Luna felt a slight urge to hit this



woman on the head.

Natalia looked at Kaguya and said, "The decision is yours,
Kaguya."

"..." Kaguya looked at her Maids for a few seconds and then
looked at Roberta, as she seemed to make a decision:

"Fine, just do it, I'll be watching." Kaguya spoke.

"Yes~." Roberta laughed rather suspiciously.

"..." Somehow, all the women felt a bad feeling about this.

She entered the room, and suddenly her kind face became like a
cold and serious general:

"WOMEN!" Her scream was wild and cruel, and she looked like a
warrior who had fought a thousand wars.

"!!!" Roberta had gained Eve and Bruna's attention.

......
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Chapter13 Chapter 219: So Much Chaos.
A day passed for the girls at Victor's mansion, and they seemed

to have an unexpected visitor.

A blonde-haired maid was walking towards the group of girls.

"Girls, check this out, we have a visitor."

Rumble, Rumble.

Natashia appeared next to Natalia.

"...This man..." Natashia looked at the tall, dark man with piercing
eyes. For some reason unknown to her, this man was giving her heart
a little irritation. It was as if she had met someone like him somewhere
in the past.

"He's been hanging around the neighborhood, I think he's looking
for Darling?" Sasha spoke up.

"Master?" Maria, who was next to Sasha, looked at the ball with
curious eyes.

Unlike Eve and Bruna, Maria wasn't desperate. After all, she had
been living with Victor for six months, so she knew what kind of
personality he had, and she knew his tastes too.

Victor will always give priority to his wives, and she wasn't upset
about it; in fact, she was very happy!

After all, because he is that type of man, he would take very good
care of her second master who was right next to her!

"…Who is looking for Victor?" Scathach and Violet seemed
interested as they approached the three blondes and looked at a small



ball Natalia was holding.

"Oh?" The moment Scathach looked at the man, she seemed to
know him.

"Do you know him?" Violet asked,

"Hmm, he reminds me of someone I knew in the past, but I'm not
sure..." Scathach touched her chin, she seemed to be trying to
remember, but since the man wasn't very memorable, she only had a
small vague memory. 

"Just give us a hint, and tell us who you think he is." Violet spoke.

"Hmm..." Scathach tried her best to remember, but she couldn't.

"..." They waited in silence.

"I do not remember." She spoke in a flat tone.

"..." The girls next to her fell silent.

Why all this suspense if you don't remember!? They wanted to
scream now.

Suddenly, they heard.

"Here's your money, thanks for the work, June."

"...?" Natalia, Sasha, Violet, and Scathach looked at Kaguya, who
was accompanied by Eve and Bruna.

Kaguya put a black credit card in the machine and entered a
ridiculous amount of numbers...

June watched the entire process in silence, and when Kaguya
was done and she received the money, she said, "...Why do I feel like
you're kicking me out...?" she asked carefully.



"It's your imagination." Kaguya spoke in a flat tone, but she had a
look on her face that said, why are you still here? Go away, shoo,
shoo.

"…Ugh, your cold eyes hurt. Come on, Kaguya, we're friends
who've known each other for a long time! Be good to me!" She
demanded with a smile on her face.

"..." Kaguya just looked at June as if she was a piece of garbage.

"...That look..." Kaguya's gaze seemed to damage June's
sensitive heart.

"...Kaguya, aren't you exaggerating?" Bruna asked.

In the little interaction she had with June, she realized that this
woman was a kind woman, despite her being greedy for money.

She never treated her or Eve badly, so she had a good
impression of June... even though she was greedy.

"...Don't trust her, she's acting sweet because there's a big
'sheep' around her, and because of that, she doesn't want to cause
trouble, but at the first opportunity, she'll charge taxes for her
services."

Gulp.

June swallowed hard, she really wanted to say that was a lie, and
she would never do that!

...But even she knew she would do it if given the chance. She just
didn't do it now because she didn't want to provoke multiple Vampire
Count Clans at once.

Clan Scarlett, Clan Snow, Clan Fulger, Clan Alucard.

Four families of vampire counts were present in this place!



She was greedy, not a suicidal freak!

"Taxes suck." Bruno spoke.

"Yes." Kaguya nodded in agreement.

"But what 'sheep' are you talking about?"

"Sometimes I'm surprised how innocent this Maid is..." Everyone
heard Siena's voice.

They turned their faces and saw that Lacus, Siena, and Pepper
had arrived.

"Of course, she's talking about Victor." Lacus continued what
Siena said.

"What?" Bruna opened her mouth in shock and stared at June
with an irritated look.

And not just her, Eve did the same.

'As expected, she was unreliable.' Eve was a suspicious woman,
and when she understood that someone wanted to use her master,
June was put on Eve's 'black list'.

"..." Cold sweat began pouring down June's face, but she
managed to keep her innocent smile.

"They don't have to be so extreme." Violet suddenly spoke up.

Eve, Bruna, and Kaguya looked at Violet.

"Despite being greedy, June does her job properly, and for
witches, business is everything. You just have to keep in mind not to
fall into their traps, or they will suck more money out of you." She
explained in a blunt and simple to understand way.

The words contained the following message, witches are useful



but never trust them. Business is business.

Despite being inexperienced in this kind of subject, Eve and
Bruna understood this message, but…

"..." Eve and Bruna didn't know how to react to this information,
they didn't want to accept Violet's words, but Violet was the first wife
that Victor had and, in the minds of the two Maids, her words had a
little more weight than usual... But one thing they were sure of was
that anyone who tried to harm their master was put on their 'black list'.

But they also took Violet's words into consideration, if one thing
they both understood well was that the world was not just black or
white, but…

'I will kill this bitch, if she does anything suspicious…' two seemed
to get even worse.

"Lady Violet, you didn't help at all, their looks seem to just get
worse!"

"Well, I told them the truth, I still remember when we first met.
You tried your best to suck money out of me."

"...Ugh, I was young..." She couldn't deny Violet's words now.

"Yeah, yeah, that's the excuse you all use." Violet rolled her eyes.

"... How mean... I'm just a witch who loves money..." She spoke in
a sad tone, but no one fell for her trick.

"... Somehow, this woman would get along with my sister..."
Natashia commented in a low voice when she saw June's theatrics.

Looking at her daughter, Scathach asked curiously, "...where
were you?" She saw the appearance of her daughters, they looked
like they had gone shopping, and they were carrying several bags.

"We took a tour of the human world, and we bought a lot of



things!" Pepper spoke with a happy smile.

"... When did you leave? I didn't realize you left." Scathach
touched her chin in thought since she couldn't remember seeing her
daughters leave.

"...Mother, no offense, but you were too busy paying attention to
Victor..." Pepper commented in a meek tone.

"...Wha-." Scathach opened her mouth in shock.

"Yes, from sleeping together with him to training him or giving him
advice, you've completely forgotten about us." Lacus spoke in a flat
tone.

"…Eh…?"

"Well, I'm an adult now, so I don't care much about your attention,
mother..." But, despite having said that, Siena's face said otherwise.

"W-Wait, I didn't do that!" For a few seconds, Scathach looked a
little panicked.

"So tell me when we left, and where did we go?" Siena asked.

"Well..." She didn't know what to say; after all, she didn't know.

"See? Normally, you'd know our location without us even having
to tell you where we were going." Scathach was a Stalker- ...Cough, a
high-level tracker, she'd know everything she wanted to know.

"…Ugh."

"... Pfft..." Natashia held her belly and started to laugh,
"Hahahaha~. the strongest female vampire is being defeated-."

"HUH?" Scathach looked at Natashia with a gaze glowing blood
red.



Natashia's entire body shook a little when she saw Scathach's
blank gaze, "...I didn't say anything." She turned her face away and
started whistling.

"Mother..." Sasha was speechless at her mother's childish
attitude. What a woman, can't you be more grown up!? You are over
1900 years old!

Sasha didn't say that out loud because she's 100% sure her mom
would say something like:

'I'm a teenager at heart~.' Or some bullshit like that.

Scathach looked at her daughters, "Looks like I got too relaxed...-
" She looked like she was going to say something, but her middle
daughter interrupted, saying.

"It's okay, Mother. We understand that you are going through the
spring of your 'youth', you have that right." Lacus spoke while nodding
her head.

She knew that her mother liked Victor, and it was normal for her
not to pay attention to her daughters, and to be honest, Lacus was
even a little grateful to Victor for that, considering Scathach was very
strict and always watched her daughters. Like a hawk.

She didn't have many opportunities to go out and do whatever
she wanted.

"Spring of youth? Huh?" Scathach understood nothing.

"...." The daughters of Scathach were silent.

'Dense mother fucker!' They felt like strangling their mother now!

"Hey, we're back." Suddenly they heard Luna's voice being
accompanied by Roberta.

"Where were you?" Violet asked.



"We were talking to this man." Luna pointed to the ball that
Natalia was holding.

The girls looked at the ball and soon saw the man walking away.

"Huh? You guys are fast. We didn't even see you leaving..."

"Well, we had nothing to do." Roberta commented with a gentle
smile.

"This man's name is Anderson. He's an Alpha werewolf and the
son of the werewolf king."

"Oh... So that's why he looked like someone I knew." Natashia
spoke with disgust.

"He is the son of that battle maniac." She spat on the floor.

"..." Just what happened in the past to cause such a reaction?

They wondered, except for Scathach, who seemed to have
remembered something:

"Oh, that man had a son, huh? So he fucked that woman...?
Since he's still alive..." Scathach looked very curious.

"Which woman?" Natashia didn't seem to remember.

"Hmm, what was her name? Tashi? Toshi? Taka? Toka?"

"..." Natashia looked at Scathach in silence, she seemed to be
thinking about something along with the woman, and soon the
appearance of a brunette woman appeared in her mind:

"Oh, it's that bitch Tasha."

"Oh!" Scathach remembered now.

"...How did that man fuck that woman? Shouldn't he be dead?"



"Well, he's an Alpha, and in time, he could match her, maybe?"

"Oh, that's true..."

"... You can bring us up on the subject too." Violet spoke for all
the girls:

"Who is Tasha?"

"..." Natashia and Scathach looked at the girls.

Natashia spoke simply, "...Basically speaking, she is an Egyptian
goddess."

"Huh!?" Some people like Bruna and Eve were surprised.

"Hmm, hasn't she lost her divinity? And because of that, she
changed her name to Tasha?"

"Do I look like someone who knows?"

"..." Natashia was silent. This woman is rude as usual, huh?

"Anyway, what did that man's son want with Victor?" Scathach
asked.

"...They were here looking for a fight; apparently Victor said he
was going to fight him..." Luna replied unconsciously.

"Oh, he completely forgot about that, huh?" Scathach spoke.

"Well, he gets lost when it comes to his wives."

"What did you say to him?" Sasha asked.

"Oh, I said he left to run some errands, and he'll be back in a
week." Luna replied.

"That is good." Sasha and Violet nodded.



"W-Wait, wait, wait!" Roberta suddenly raised her voice.

"...?" The two mothers-in-law looked at Roberta.

"What is this Goddess story!?"

"Well, she's a goddess?" Natashia didn't understand Roberta's
question, and why was she acting like this? Natashia was a little
curious.

"I mean, is she a real goddess?"

"Oh...she's not an omnipotent goddess like you think. It's
something like she governs an aspect of nature. There are many
beings that can do what she can." Scathach spoke in a simple tone.
Who was Scathach? She was the woman who slapped Persephone
and Aphrodite in the ass, so this was nothing to her.

"Remember, she's not a goddess anymore."

"Who cares?"

"..." A vein popped in Natashia's head.

"Oh?" Scathach's smile grew. Is it a fight you want? It's a fight
you're going to have!

That's what her face said.

Whistle~

Natashia turned away and started whistling since she didn't want
to fight Scathach right now.

"Ugh, that's a lot to take in." Roberta spoke, and Eve and Bruna
nodded in agreement.

Violet wasn't shocked. After all, her father was Adonis himself.



Only people new to the group like Roberta, Eve, Bruna were
shocked.

'So much chaos, how many people are in this room?' Natalia had
a bit of a headache hearing so many people talking at the same time
while she looked at these people with a neutral look.

'Violet, Scathach, Sasha, Maria, Natashia, Roberta, Bruna, Lacus,
Kaguya, Pepper, Siena, June, and me.' With a brief account, Natalia
can count 13 women.

THIRTEEN!!

And each of them was beautiful in their own respect. Seriously,
what's going on here?

She understood that some of the women here had no interest in
Victor like Siena, Lacus, Pepper, and even herself, but even if you
excluded those four women, there would still be nine women left!

'But what is this? In less than 7 months, this man had
unconsciously gathered a large group of women, just what is he
planning?' Does Natalia know that Victor isn't planning anything, it's
more like an inevitable fate?

'Victor has a peculiar taste. He only likes women like Scathach,
Violet, Sasha, and Natashia. Completely crazy women, his
relationship with his Maids is just that of servant and master... Hmm...'
Natalia was in matchmaking mode, as she was completely sizing up
women around Victor.

She got that way when she learned that Victor and Ruby had
gone on a date.

'I want a fucking date too!' She was very honest in her mind.

Sigh...

She sighed a little.



"Natalia?" Violet looked at her Maid.

....
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Chapter14 Chapter 220: 'Welcome to the
club'?  

"Natalia?" Violet looked at her maid.

Natalia looked at Violet and said with a slight smile on her face:

"It's nothing, Lady Violet."

Violet narrowed her eyes for a few seconds, wondering why her
maid had sighed. She wasn't a woman to do that without reason, but
as she didn't see any irregularities, she just said:

"... Okay." Soon Violet looked at the rest of the women and
started talking to them. The main topic, as expected, was Victor and
Anderson.

Looking at the back of Violet, who was joining in the conversation
with all the women in the room, Natalia showed an almost
imperceptible ironic smile and thought; 'Who would have thought that
this stalker would make so many 'acquaintances' just by getting
involved with that man?'

A few months ago, it would have been unthinkable for Natalia to
see this vision of Violet since she knew the personality of the woman
she served very well, and she was not a woman who would have
accepted this easily.

But... That didn't seem to be the case anymore.

Violet had changed, and she couldn't tell whether the change was
for better or worse.

Fate is a bitch sometimes, but she also helps when she wants
to...



When she feels like it, or when she wants to have fun...

In the end, fate is still a bitch...

But who would have thought that the antisocial Violet would gain
'several' acquaintances.

Realizing that the girls were losing the importance of the main
subject, Natalia displayed her usual gentle smile and spoke:

"Didn't you have a game to go to?"

"...!?" As if some supernatural creature had cut off the sound in
the room, all the women stopped talking and looked at Natalia with a
shocked look.

"Oh..." Natashia, Sasha, Scathach, and Violet all spoke at the
same time.

"You're right, we have to go to Nightingale." Violet suddenly
spoke up.

"What about our stuff?" Sasha asked.

"No need to take anything, this is our home too." She spoke in a
simple, easy-to-understand way that somehow couldn't help but take
Sasha by surprise.

"Oh..." Sasha couldn't help but smile when she heard what Violet
said.

"..." Natashia showed a small smile when she saw her daughter's
smile.

"Hmm, I don't want to go back..." Scathach suddenly spoke while
she had a neutral face on her face.

"…Huh?" Everyone looked at Scathach in shock; what did this
battle maniac just say? Does she not want to go back? Will Scathach



miss a fight between two Counts?

"…M-Mother, are you sick?" Siena spoke in a worried tone.

"Yes, she must be sick! Mother, you must rest!" Lacus agreed.

"Mother, please take care of your health! Even though you look
young, you are older than Jesus!" Pepper spoke.

"Wha-." Siena, Lacus, and Natashia couldn't believe Pepper's
courage!

"..." A vein popped in Scathach's head, and she looked at Pepper
with a 'gentle' smile.

"...Oops... Hehehehe." She broke out in a cold sweat now, "I
suddenly remembered that I must feed my black cat!" Pepper used the
best tactic.

"See ya!" She ran away.

"This kid..." Scathach's eyes glowed blood red for a few seconds,
and just as she was about to grab Pepper, she heard:

"Forget Pepper, why don't you want to go back!?" Natashia
spoke.

"..." Scathach looked at Natashia with the same 'gentle' look as
hers.

But this time, Natashia just looked at the woman with a serious
look.

Siena and Lacus were looking at Natashia with a grateful
expression since they knew that if Scathach caught her daughter, they
would also suffer the consequences.

"... Tsk." Scathach clicked her tongue and let the matter go since
she didn't intend to do anything with her daughter. After all, Pepper



was her beloved daughter, and she was just going to train her a little!

She's getting really lazy!

Soon Scathach elaborated on why she didn't want to go back,
"Simply put, I'm very comfortable here." She was 100% sure that
when she gets back to Nightingale, Vlad would annoy her, and she
didn't want to get angry and accidentally destroy his castle.

It's not like she was trying to avoid a fight; she just didn't want to.

"Lazy..." Violet, Sasha, and Natashia opened their eyes wide, as
they never thought they would see a lazy Scathach.

"Hmm... I'm not lazy." She touched her chin and thought about
why she didn't want to go back, and in the end, the only thought that
came to her was:

'I feel at peace here.' And it was a peace she hadn't felt in
thousands of years, and in some strange way, she missed it.

It was a strange feeling, even in her house, she never felt this
'peace', she just felt bored.

She didn't know why she was feeling this way. She had no idea!

But she had only one thought now in her head...

'It would be even better if that bastard were here…' She couldn't
help but think about it.

Even though she was thinking about it, she wasn't in a hurry or
feeling frustrated...

Well, she wasn't going to lie and say she wasn't a little frustrated,
but the point is, she was happy for her daughter! And she missed
Victor!

"...This is unexpected..." Natashia flashed a small smile, "But not



totally unexpected."

"…Hmm?" Scathach didn't understand what Natashia said.

"Well, you're still going to change a lot." Natashia laughed gently
because she understood what Scathach was going through,
considering she went through it thousands of years ago.

Something the strongest warrior didn't have the opportunity to
enjoy because she was raised in a hostile environment.

She narrowed her eyes a little, "What are you talking about,
woman?"

"Nothing~." With the same smile, Natashia spoke, and then she
continued, "Just know that when Victor comes back, he's going to
Nightingale too."

"Oh... In that case, I'll go too." She changed her mind really fast!

She turned around, and soon she started walking towards a
hallway, looking as though she were going to get something from her
room.

"..." The women just watched Scathach with a dry gaze.

"Ugh." Natashia put her hand on her head as if she had a bad
headache:

"Victor really has a long way to go, why is this woman as dense
as a black hole? Somehow, she is already creating her own galaxy
around herself." She couldn't help but complain out loud.

Nod, Nod.

Siena, Lacus, Luna, Natalia, Kaguya all nodded in agreement
with the older woman's words.

"..." Sasha and Violet looked at Scathach with a lifeless look.



They had already talked about it, and it was better to have a monster
on your side than against you, but...

But... But... Despite having agreed, it was still an annoying
feeling!

If Scathatch were a normal woman, she would have disappeared
from the face of Earth by now!

The two look at the Maids that Victor recruited, Bruna, Eve, Maria,
and Kaguya.

'They're safe.' Nobody knows the criteria of judgment of the two
women, but they could say that they were safe. After all, they didn't
have that attribute that Victor liked the most.

Their relationship was that of master and servant, so even though
they were very attached to Victor, they were considered 'safe'.

The same could be said of Roberta, June, Natalia, and Luna.

Roberta was a woman that Victor recruited to fight against in the
future, and she had a mysterious past that Victor didn't really care too
much about. The only reason she was here was because of her
'potential'.

June, needless to say, was a greedy witch, so she loved money
more.

Natalia and Luna didn't have much interaction with Victor to begin
with.

But…

They looked at the other monster, who was Sasha's mother, and
it was quite clear to both of them Natashia's unabashed interest, the
woman also didn't even try to hide anything.

And to make matters worse, she had that 'attribute' that Victor



liked.

"..." Violet looked at Sasha and spoke in a dry voice:

"Do something."

"Like what?"

"I do not know. Just do something."

"Don't ask for the impossible. My case is the same as Ruby, you
know?" Sasha spoke in a dry tone, as she clearly remembered the
times her mother literally threw herself at her husband...

... 'Why does that sound like the title of a low-grade porn movie?'
Sasha's eyes began to grow even more lifeless.

"Tsk." Violet clicked her tongue in irritation and spoke:

"Fate is a bitch. Who would have thought that my husband's two
mother-in-laws would be like this? Scathach, to begin with, was a
crazy whore who did whatever she wanted, and your mother
'surprisingly' has a dual personality."

"Well… Indeed." Sasha couldn't deny her words since even she
was surprised at how it all turned out.

'How did this happen in just six months? How did Victor manage
to change the personality of these female vampires who were
completely established for thousands of years…?' Sasha felt skeptical
about this whole situation too.

She glanced at Violet, and suddenly flashed a smile much like
Victor's:

"Protect your mother too."

"…Huh?" Violet blinked twice and believed she'd heard something
wrong.



"What did you say…?"

"I said; protect your mother too."

"...I still don't understand." Violet pretended to be a saint.

"My mom and Ruby's mom fell for him. There's a chance your
mother might fall for him too, considering she's just like you." Sasha
was brutally honest.

"... That's impossible." Violet made the 'X' symbol with her arms,
"My mom is obsessed with my dad, it's impossible for that to happen."

"... Well, if you say so." Sasha grew a small smile:

"I will look forward to the day when, like Ruby, I will say,
'Welcome to the club'~." The eyes Sasha made, frankly, scared Violet
a little.

Soon Sasha walked towards Natashia:

"Mother, come along, we'll get some stuff!"

"Yes!" Natashia flashed a big smile and joined her daughter.

"..." Violet continued watching Sasha and Natashia's backs, and
soon a small cold sweat started to fall from Violet's face. 

'That's impossible, impossible, impossible, impossible!' Violet was
in a state of denial. After all, she knew her mother very well, and just
like her, her mother was obsessed with her father.

There's no way that's going to happen, that's as impossible as the
possibility of hell freezing over.

That's as impossible as the possibility of the sun becoming a ball
of ice tomorrow!

That's as impossible as the possibility of Lucifer having his love



for God reciprocated!

That is...

It's impossible!

Violet nodded to herself and had a faint smile. She was sure to
herself that this wasn't going to happen.

Violet could accept many things. After all, she grew up compared
to the past, but her mother, with Victor?

That's a big 'NO'.

Violet was about to leave the room, which was a little noisy, and
suddenly she felt her phone ring...

Getting a bad feeling about this, Violet took out her cell phone
and saw that it was her mother.

"...." Her body started to shake, and so did her hands.

"Fate is a bitch, if I meet her in the future, I will kill her one day.
Definitely!" Violet's eyes began to glow blood red.

Violet answered the phone and put it to her ear:

"Mother?"

"Violet, are you going to see Natashia and that old man play?"

"Yes, I will..."

"Hmm?" A moment of silence fell on the line.

"Are you okay?"

"Yes..." For some reason, what Sasha said couldn't get out of
Violet's mind.



"How is my father?" She needed to know this first.

"Oh, your father is fine."

"..." Hearing her mother's neutral tone of voice, Violet understood
that her father was actually fine.

Usually, when her father is down, Agnes would let it show a little
bit, and if she said it so confidently, then he was fine!

What a good thing! Very good!

"Violet?"

"Oh, it's nothing. I was just thinking of something." Violet felt
relieved, so fate wasn't a bitch, she wouldn't commit such an atrocity
to her. After all, she was always a good girl!

"Back to the subject, I will watch the game."

"Oh, that's good, I'll go watch the game too with your dad, we can
meet there."

"..." Violet felt an incongruity, her mom would never call her and
say that, so which means one thing:

"Did my father ask you to say that?"

"...As expected of you." Agnes seemed to have sighed a little.

"Yes. He asked."

"Spit it out, what happened? Why did my father ask you to say
that?"

"He's worried about the guests the king asked us to bring."

"Huh?" Violet didn't understand anything, and she started to get
impatient, "Woman, explain from the beginning."



"Basically, the king contacted me asking to accommodate seats
for two guests."

"The guests are a witch and a werewolf."

"What are the names of these guests?"

"Selena Moriarty, the first daughter of the witch queen. And
Anderson, the second son of the werewolf king."

"..." Violet was silent, her eyes starting to turn lifeless.

"Selena is already in Nightingale, but I haven't been able to find
Anderson's whereabouts."

"Your father was worried about these two guests being here
because of the new Count, who is your husband, and he asked me to
get in touch with you."

"... Tsk." Violet was annoyed.

'It seems that problems will always look for my husband.' She
thought, her eyes glowing blood red.

"..." Agnes was silent:

"Violet?"

"No need to look for the dog, he is here in the U.S."

"Oh?"

"The girls and I are going back to Nightingale, we're going to
watch Natashia fight."

"In the meantime, you can use someone from Clan Alioth to fetch
Anderson."

"I see, that's a good idea." Agnes seemed to be thinking, and then



she asked:

"What about the new Count?"

"I do not know."

"Huh?"

"My husband is on a date with Ruby, I don't think he's going to
show up to watch the fight.

"I see, it's a good thing he isn't there for the day." Despite not
having talked much to her son-in-law, the woman knew he was a
walking troublemaker.

"...Just this once, I agree with you."

......
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Chapter15 Chapter 221: Date! Date... Date....?
EGG!

"You know..." Ruby's cold voice could be heard all around.
Currently, she was being held by Victor like a princess, and her hair
was messy from the wind.

"Hmm?" Victor looked at Ruby a little as he continued walking.

"When you mentioned a Date, I was expecting something more
normal..."

"..."

"Something like going to the movies, or going to the amusement
park, maybe going to an aquarium and seeing those fatty fish that are
there to be the center of attention."

"Maybe we could go to that aquarium that has arctic animals."

"...But..." Ruby's body seemed to be shaking a little, and she
suddenly lets go of Victor and looks at the man with an irritated look.

"Why are we here!?"

"Here where?" Victor flashed a small smile.

A vein pops in Ruby's head, and she says, "In the middle of the
North Pole! Why are we in this place!?"

Despite being in one of the coldest regions on the planet, Ruby
didn't seem to be bothered by the cold. The same applied to Victor,
who was standing there in his usual suit, and even his clothes didn't
seem to be affected by the weather.

Her voice seemed to be so loud that it shocked some animals



around.

"Oh, you scared the penguin." Victor chuckled a little when he
saw a fat penguin drop by surprise and looked at them with a look that
said:

"What the fuck was that?"

Victor's attention was caught by that penguin, and he started
watching it with a curious look.

Several veins started popping in Ruby's head, and she spoke in a
cold voice:

"Forget about that damned penguin!"

"But it's a penguin! An endangered creature, look how handsome
he is, look at his PlayBoy pose!" Victor had a smile that looked like a
child's.

"..." Ruby was a little surprised to see this side of Victor.

"Look, there's a seal too!"

"What?" Ruby looked where Victor pointed.

"EGG?" The seal looked at Victor and Ruby suspiciously.

"..." What the fuck? Did this seal just say 'egg'?

Ruby and Victor look at each other, they nod, and soon a tactical
agreement seemed to form between the two, and as if they were in
sync on a level completely unknown to ordinary beings, they made a
move!

… They slowly approached the seal.

And they could see that it was a white seal.



"Oh, it's a Lobodon carcinophagus." Ruby flashed a small smile
when she saw the seal.

"... A what?" Victor's brain seemed to go into a short circuit for a
few seconds since he didn't even know how to pronounce that word
correctly.

"Lobodon carcinophagus."

"...Okay, Google. Explain to me what you just said." He spoke in a
way like he was talking to the voice assistant.

"..." Ruby's eyes twitched a little when she heard what Victor said,
but she took it as a joke and said:

"She is part of a species of seal called crabeater seals."

"Oh, so they eat crabs?" That was a logical thought. After all, look
at their name.

"...Of course not, despite having those names, they don't eat
crabs."

"In the region that we are in, it is a region that is very scarce for
food, so normally, they eat krill."

"Oh... Krill, huh?" Victor touched his chin as he seemed to be
thinking about something.

"EGG?" The seal looked at Victor and Ruby again.

"..." The whole place was silent.

"... Pfft..." Victor felt like laughing since he just couldn't resist the
seal's expression and the way she said 'EGG'.

Cough.

Victor coughs a little in an attempt to distract his laughter, then he



says:

"Is she a seal or something? Why does she have this weird
sound?"

"...I- I do not know..." Ruby's voice was a little shaky.

"Hmm?" Victor looked at Ruby, and for a few seconds, he could
see Ruby's face like a girl who was trying to hold back her laughter.

"!!!" Ruby quickly turns around and looks away.

"Oh..." Victor's smile grew a little.

She wouldn't show a shameful expression again!

The first time was when she let her guard down, and that could be
considered a mistake.

The second time… It was similar to the first time. She let her
guard down because she thought Victor was going to be late, and she
exhibited that pathetic sight.

But! This time, she won't make the same mistake! To err is
normal and, as a philosopher she doesn't remember the name said:

"All beings can make mistakes, but we must learn from that
mistake and not make the same mistake again."

He was a wise man, he understood the world, and his words
contained wisdom.

Ruby wouldn't make the same mistake again!

"Hey, Hey, Ruby. Look at this."

As if she were a seasoned actress, the woman's face turned cold
as ice, and soon she looked at Victor:



"Hmm?"

Victor was holding the seal in his arms while the animal was
thrashing around like a madman.

"EGG, EGG, EGGGG!"

"D-Darling... Pfft." She was trying to ask Victor to release the
animal. After all, he can't do that! They are rare, you know!?

But as if he were an experienced trainer, Victor slowly touched
the seal's head and stroked the seal's head.

The seal's entire body shook as if it had been shocked and
suddenly:

"EGGGGGGG~"

"...... HAHAHAHAHAHAHA~!"

Ruby tried her best to hold back her laughter, but in the end, she
couldn't! She failed in the teaching of that philosopher she does not
remember.

"..." Victor showed a small smile when he saw Ruby laughing like
a little girl while holding her belly.

"Look, Look, Ruby."

"...H-Hmmm?"

Victor takes the seal's two front paws and lifts it up in a way as if
he is using the seal as a puppet.

"Lady Ruby, I'm your humble seal, you can call me..."

"EGGG?" The seal was wondering why Victor stopped petting
her, but that's not what it looked like to Ruby:



"HAHAHAHAHAHAH~!" She laughed as she pointed at the seal.

"EGGG?"

"HAHAHAHAH! …This is so stupid-... PFFT... A seal that says
'EGG'... HAHAHAHAHAHA!" All of her cold behavior was thrown to
the wind, and she looked like just a teenager who was laughing at
something stupid.

"..." Victor displayed a gentle smile when he saw Ruby's
expression. He thought that this expression was something he would
remember forever, considering it was very rare for her to show that
side to anyone.

...

While Victor was having fun with Ruby at the North Pole,
something was happening in Nightingale, precisely speaking,
something was happening in the vampire king's castle.

A woman with long red hair that contained golden streaks at the
ends was standing in front of Vlad. She was wearing a sensual black
dress that clearly showed the skin of her large breasts and shoulders.
The dress went to the floor and had an opening on the right leg that
showed off her long black stockings that were showing off her thick
legs.

She had a long black witch's hat with a small skull charm on top.

She was holding a white staff that was made from materials that
appeared to be bones.

"Selena Moriarty."

"..." The woman looked at the man... Wrong, at the monster in
front of her with her black eyes.

The monster in front of her had no shape or anything she could
call a body. It just looked like blackness that existed right in front of



her.

No matter how many times Selena looked at this monster, she
always felt like she was facing a being different from her, a superior
being.

'...It's a very different feeling to when I meet my mother.' She can't
help but think that every time she runs into Vlad Tepes.

"Yes, Your Majesty."

"It's been a while since you came to this world... How long has it
been?" Vlad touched his chin.

"1000 years..." She spoke as if she was trying to remember.

"It's been so long, huh?"

"Yes."

"I see."

"..." A silence fell on the place.

"Well, in that case. I will change it to something that makes you
more comfortable." Vlad's body of darkness started to change, and
soon a man with long golden hair and blue eyes was in front of the
woman. He was wearing medieval armor that had the symbol of a lion.

"What do you think?" He asked to know the woman's opinion.

"..." The woman was silent and didn't answer. She didn't know
what to answer since she had already made a mistake in the past.

She unintentionally offended Vlad, and because of that, one of
her sisters died that day.

Although it happened a long time ago, a time forgotten by
humans, she still remembers that day very well.



And that day, she learned two things, never speak mindlessly in
front of Vlad.

And that her mother was a whore.

... A normal mother would get revenge on her dead daughter, but
her mother just ignored the matter as if it wasn't her problem.

Because of that, she was very careful when talking to Vlad.

Seeing that the man was still silent, she spoke:

"Normal… Your Majesty, why did you invite me to your castle? I
thought everything was settled when I contacted the Snow Clan."

Vlad didn't change his expression. He wasn't offended by what
the woman said either since it was normal for her to be afraid of him.
After all, everyone is, so he said:

"I'm curious about something..."

He rests his face on his hand and looks at the woman with a
neutral gaze:

"Does your mother still have an interest in the uncharted lands of
the Nightingale?" He asked simply, in an easy to understand way.

Although it seemed like a non-committal question.

Selena knew this was a dangerous question, considering
depending on what she answered, the neutrality treaty that witches
have with vampires could end, and a possible war could ensue.

She didn't fear war. After all, they are witches, and they always
have a way to avoid death as long as the soul is not destroyed. And
since witches are a Neutral Faction, they wouldn't be alone if she went
to war.

Werewolves and humans, even supernatural beings that aren't in



these conflicts, will help the witches...

Most likely...

She thinks this because she knows that witches have a lot of
technologies that everyone wants, but they always have the option to
use some information and blackmail them...

"Selena?"

Waking up from her stupor, Selena looked at Vlad, "Oh..." 

"You keep overthinking things, huh."

"..." She was silent, and then spoke, "My mother has no interest in
the Nightingale lands, as it was said the day I communicated with her
subordinate, I only came to this place to seek a possible partnership
with the new Count of Vampires." As the Count responsible for
exploring this world, Victor basically smelled like money for all witches.

"And who gave that order to you?"

"She didn't give any orders. I came of my own free will, I think
partnering with the new count and contracting him for life is a good
way to earn money."

Vlad's eyes narrowed for a few seconds, but they soon returned
to normal without even the woman noticing that something had
changed in his expression.

"Are you going to watch the game?"

"I will, it's a rare opportunity to see two vampire counts fighting at
their fullest."

"I see, enjoy the game, even for us, this kind of event is quite
rare..."

"Indeed." Certainly, the fight between two vampire counts isn't



something you see every day, "It's quite a special occasion indeed."
She flashed a small professional smile.

"Because of that..." Vlad's smile grew a little, "I prepared
something special, I hope you like it."

"... I will." She got a bad feeling about that smile since usually
when this man smiled, nothing good ever happened.

"You can go now."

The woman held her dress and made a gesture of respect as if
she were a high class lady, and then she turned and walked towards
the exit.

...

When the woman left the castle, a portal appeared next to the
throne, and soon the subordinate, who is Vlad's right hand, came out
of the portal. Strangely, this man's eyes were wide open.

"Notice something?" Vlad asked as he looked into the eyes that
had the appearance of a galaxy.

"As we expected, My King." Alexios closed his eyes and replied in
a neutral voice:

"Her memories have been erased."

"What a cruel woman, doing this to her own daughters…" Vlad
flashed a small smile.

Vlad is an old monster, and he's used to dealing with the witches'
little games, so when he heard that the witch queen's daughter wanted
to come to his realm, his suspicious instincts triggered like crazy.

"If that woman just wanted business, she wouldn't send her eldest
daughter." Vlad spoke in a neutral tone.



And then Alexios continued, "She would send another witch, but
didn't that also figure into her calculations? She knew you would be
suspicious of her daughter."

"Yes, I don't doubt she thought of that too. After all, it's the most
logical thought given the circumstances."

"I wonder what her goal is."

"...We don't know...yet." Vlad looked at the ceiling, and soon
several shadows began to descend on the floor and appeared in front
of Vlad kneeling.

"Watch that woman, and that man's son."

"The woman must be watched from afar, beware of her curses."

"While the man... I leave the decision to you, deal with him as you
see fit."

"..." The shadows nodded and then disappeared.

.......
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Chapter16 Chapter 222: My Gift to You.
"It's a shame we had to let that seal go…" Victor spoke in a

slightly sad voice, as he looked like a child who had lost a favorite toy.

Ruby looked at Victor with narrowed eyes, "… What were you
thinking? They're an endangered species, we must not mistreat them!"

"... What are you talking about?"

"Huh?" Ruby didn't understand.

"I mean, aren't you trying to treat the seal like a dog?" Ruby
spoke while she thought of Victor holding the seal, making her dance
and everything to make her laugh…

"Of course not, I was thinking of building a house around it, and
leaving them there, so when I want to visit them, I'll go there."

"... Do not do that." Ruby's voice came out colder than usual.

"WHY?"

"Which part about them being an endangered species don't you
understand!?" She was strict.

"...But it's not like I'm going to treat them badly..." Victor pouted.

"No, it's not right!"

"Tsk, petty."

A vein popped in Ruby's head.

But before she could say anything, Victor spoke up:

"Oh, in that case, we should just fend off all the humans who are



here to hunt the seals, and we can take care of them!"

"..." She was speechless. Why was he so obsessed with the seal?
Just leave the poor thing alone!

Little did she know that Victor wasn't particularly interested in the
seal, he was interested in Ruby's reactions to that seal.

After all, it was very rare to see Ruby laughing like a teenager.

"Just forget about the seal." She sighed.

"Fine..." Victor sighed too, and he looked to the side:

"Hmm?" He seemed to have found something, his vision widened
as if it were the zoom function of a camera, and soon he saw
something:

"A polar bear!" He jumped excitedly.

"What?" Ruby looked where Victor was looking and saw a large
polar bear.

When Victor was about to start running towards the polar bear,
Ruby suddenly grabbed him by the collar of his shirt.

"Wait!!"

"...?" Victor looked at Ruby with a confused look.

"What do you intend to do?"

"I will ride it! Like the Russians!"

"..." Ruby was speechless. She never thought her husband was
so childish...

Somehow, that put a smile on her face, but she couldn't help but
comment:



"Russians don't ride polar bears!"

"What? Were those google images of Russians riding a polar
bear while drinking vodka a lie!?" Victor felt that his worldview was
shattered.

"...Just what have you been googling...?" She really wanted to
know this.

Victor looked a little shaken and said, "...Don't worry, I browse
incognito."

"You know incognito doesn't really work, right?" She flashed a
small smile.

"W-What..." Victor opened his mouth wide.

"..." Seeing Victor's reaction, Ruby became more curious about
what her husband was researching…

'Maybe I should look later?' This was an easy task for Ruby, but
she didn't want to invade her husband's privacy.

She understood that everyone in this world desired their privacy,
and they would feel offended, oftentimes becoming defensive, feeling
exposed when that privacy was invaded, and the same applied to her
husband.

Putting that thought aside, she said, "Anyway, no bears!" She
pulled Victor somewhere else.

"..." Victor got carried away by Ruby as he thought he should
delete his google account and make another one.

'Trails must be erased…'

...

Somewhere in the middle of the North Pole, Ruby and Victor were



standing there as they looked out over a plain of ice and icy winds.

If they were normal humans, they'd have already frozen to death
from hypothermia, but as vampires and especially vampires of Clan
Scarlett, that temperature was nothing to them.

"... I think it should be enough around here, we're quite far from
civilization."

"...?" Ruby looked at Victor, who had his hand on his chin, while
he seemed to be thinking about something deeply.

She was curious about what he was thinking of doing. She hadn't
complained about anything so far because, surprisingly, she was
enjoying this trip to the North Pole, even though she was embarrassed
about some things...

'...I never thought I'd laugh at something ridiculous like a seal that
says 'EGG'.' She thought with a little shame.

She did her best not to laugh and ruin her appearance, but she
just couldn't take it. It was something very stupid and very childish…

But she liked it and so, because of that, she didn't complain
anymore and let Victor guide her.

"Hmm, I'll do the outside structure first, and then I'll do the inside,
and then, I'll do some caves, then I'll kidnap some bears and seals...
Maybe some penguins..."

"..." What is this kidnapping story? 

"Stop, do not-." Ruby was going to stop Victor from committing an
environmental crime, but she was surprised when all the air around
Victor started to change.

Victor lowered his center of gravity a little and spread his arms as
the magic symbols on his glove began to glow like crazy:



Victor flashed a small smile, "Let's make something Big, Robust,
and Durable."

"..." Ruby's face turned a little red when she heard what Victor
said, her thoughts immediately drifting towards something not safe for
work.

She shook her head several times to get those thoughts out of
her head.

Suddenly, Ruby felt cold air leave Victor's body.

FUSHHHHHHHHHH!

"...?" She woke from her stupor and looked at Victor curiously.

"Basics first..." Victor whispered in a low voice, then he gestured
with his hand.

Quake, Quake, Quake!

The earth around them began to shake violently, and soon
several pillars of ice began to rise from the ground and rise to the
heavens.

"D-Darling? What are you trying to do!?" Ruby asked as she
looked at the pillars that were ridiculously tall.

"Shhh, don't distract me." Victor spoke.

"..." Ruby was silent and just watched Victor.

Victor looked at the pillars and imagined what he wanted to do,
and then as if by magic, which in this case was exactly that, immense
walls of ice began to be created. These walls, as if they had taken on
a life of their own, began to connect between the pillars of ice, and a
structure began to form.

"...Holy-..." Ruby was speechless, as she had never seen anyone



use ice power like that, and not even her mother used her power for
something like that.

Yes, she saw her mother create little things like an ice throne, or
a statue, etc. But she'd never seen her mother do something of this
magnitude.

"...This is going to take longer than I expected..." To be honest,
Victor thought it would be easy to do what he was planning, but he
never imagined that making a more elaborate structure was more
difficult and tiring than just making ice spikes.

"Well, we have a week, I'll finish this in a day." Victor wanted to
see Ruby's reaction, and he didn't mind getting tired because of it. In
fact, internally, he wanted to see if he could get tired from doing these
things.

A challenge was in front of him! And that's something he loved!

A big smile couldn't help but appear on his face.

FUSHHHHHH

A cold blue aura began to leave his body.

His hair looked like it was defying gravity, and soon he said, "Let's
go with all our might!"

BOOOOOOOOOOOM!

A pillar of blue power began to emerge from his body.

"!!!" Ruby jumped back a little when she saw Victor's burst of
power, and the pressure coming out of his body was insane:

"...Just how much power does he have?" She was speechless
again since she thought she had already seen Victor's limit... But what
is this?



She looked at Victor's gloves that were glowing red and thought:

'If he uses his powers without his gloves… What would happen?'
She was quite curious about it.

Victor floated a little in the air, and as if he were an experienced
architect, he began to use his hands to do what he was planning to
do.

"..." Ruby just watched on at the sight of Victor creating walls of
ice out of thin air with a stunned look, many thoughts were running
through her head, but the main thing was.

'My husband is amazing!'

...

48 hours passed.

'That took longer than expected...' Victor thought as he looked
around. To be honest, he expected to finish this in 24 hours, but as he
was new to this, he made a lot of mistakes and had to redo whole
sections of structure again.

But he managed to finish...

Victor floated towards the ground and said, "Done." The moment
he hit the ground, an ice throne was created, and he sat on the throne.

His face was paler than usual, and his breathing was a little
labored, but despite being that way, the small smile on his face never
faded.

And he controlled his expression not to show weakness in front of
Ruby. It was only if the woman watched closely that she'd notice how
tired he actually was, which was something she wouldn't do right now.

He looked around and looked at Ruby, who had a shocked look
on her face:



"What did you think...?" He asked.

Ruby, who was looking at the ice structure... Wrong, the ideal
would be to say an ice castle, a gigantic ice structure created in the
middle of the north pole.

A stunning ice castle that was made with Ruby in mind.

"DD-Darling...this is amazing..." Ruby couldn't help but think while
she watched the entire process, and even then, she couldn't believe
what she was seeing. This was so much more than creating a simple
ball of ice or spikes of ice.

He basically created an entire structure with the ice power of Clan
Scarlett.

"Right?" Victor flashed a gentle smile.

"And this is yours."

"…Huh?"

"It's my gift to you... I did all this thinking about you. Walk around,
you'll understand what I'm talking about."

"Okay..." Ruby's eyes were bright with curiosity, and she didn't
think twice about exploring the place.

'A gift from Darling!' She was very excited.

With quick steps and a small smile on her face, she left the place
and went to explore the castle that Victor had made for her.

"..." Seeing Ruby's expression, Victor felt that all his effort was
worth it.

'But seriously… I didn't expect that I would get so tired…' Victor
leaned back against the ice throne and looked at the ceiling, and
slowly he closed his eyes.



In the back of his consciousness, he thought he could use this
method to train his ice... But that wasn't something he wanted to think
about right now.

...

Nightingale.

BAAAAM!

Someone suddenly pushed open the door angrily and entered the
room.

"Father!"

"Hmm?" Sasha, Violet, Scathach, Natashia, Lacus, Pepper,
Siena, Luna, and Natalia looked at the girl who entered.

Bruna, Eve, Roberta, Kaguya, and Maria weren't in Nightingale
since they stayed behind waiting for Victor. After all, they were his
maids.

Maria was technically a maid too, but Kaguya forbade the woman
to leave the house until she understood the powers she was given.
After all, she was no longer a Ghoul, and the same applied to Bruna
and Eve...

Roberta stayed at home because no one wanted to keep an eye
on her...

"O-Ophis, why do you always do that!" Elizabeth appeared behind
Ophis in a tired voice.

The little girl ignored the women's stares and entered the room.
As she looked around and didn't find Victor, she sniffed the air and
looked in Violet's direction.

"Father..." Victor's scent was much stronger on Violet, and
because of that, Ophis looked at her.



"You again, little girl..." Violet couldn't help but comment.

"I'm sorry-..." Elizabeth was going to apologize for Ophis' attitude,
but she was speechless when she entered the room:

"The number has increased..." She was talking about the women
who were there.

"Hmm, the king's daughters?" Natashia looked curiously at the
women.

"Why are they here?" Natashia looked at Scathach, who was
sitting on an ice throne.

"It's a long story." Scathach was clearly too lazy to explain.

"Can someone summarize in 10 words what is happening?"
Natashia asked around.

"Victor found princess, princess found Victor, and Voila!" Natalia
spoke while making exaggerated gestures.

"..." This is not an explanation! The women thought at the same
time.

"I see..." Natashia lit up a little as she looked at Ophis.

"..." She understood!? The women were speechless.

"Little girl, do you like Victor?"

"Of course! Father is not evil! Unlike Father number 1!"

"O-Ophis!" Elizabeth held the girl's mouth when she became so
chatty!?

"HmmmHmmm" Ophis seemed to be saying something, but no
one could understand.



"Pfft..." Natashia inadvertently almost laughed when she heard
'Father number 1', as she understood clearly that the little girl was
talking about Vlad.

"... Sister, you found Ophis..." Suddenly a woman's voice was
heard in the room as the girls looked to the side and saw a woman
with long hair that was as black as night that reached the floor. She
had violet eyes and a sinful body that looked like it was made by a
Succubus.

She was accompanied by several royal guards.

"Oya?" She flashed a gentle smile when she saw the group of
women looking at her.

'another one...' All the women in the room thought.

.....
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Chapter17 Chapter 223: A Secret Only Mine.
POV Victor.

As I looked at the ceiling of the ice castle I created, some random
thoughts came to my mind.

When was the first time I met Ruby...?

When was it?

Yes...

When was it?

If I remember correctly.

The first time I met Ruby was when she was cornered by the
hunters. I remember in the past, I learned about Ruby from Kaguya.

At that time, I had no idea who Ruby was, but I had this 'feeling' of
closeness with her; I think it was because of the wedding ritual?

... Wrong... The first time maybe it was because of the ritual, but
over time, it developed into something more.

Although I didn't spend as much time with her as I did with
Scathach, with whom I spent 6 months training alongside, I was able
to understand Ruby a little more.

Could I understand her, and in understanding her, I could love
her?

Loving her, protecting her from all harm, as if it were a wedding
vow...

Yes... How is a marriage vow unbreakable? Something like a vow



of eternal love?

But...

Why?

'Why what?'

Why do I have this possessive desire to never let go of her?

'Strange, why is it like that...'

Indeed.

Victor's eyes slowly started to lose life, and more thoughts started
to pop into his mind.

I don't know everything about Ruby, and the same goes for Violet
and Sasha.

Violet had apparently known me in the past, but I haven't had the
opportunity to find out about it.

Ruby had been kidnapped in the past, and because of that
kidnapping, Scathach had destroyed a country.

Sasha had a rough childhood, but Julia was there for her, and I
don't fully know her past.

Even though we're married, I don't know them completely, and it
annoys me...

'Why?'

I need to know everything I need to know so that in the future, I
can protect them.

'Protect them from whom?'



From me?

'From us?'

From all...

'apologies made by a fool.'

Perhaps...

'In the end, you are like Violet.'

Violet... My dear Violet, a very passionate woman who is willing to
burn the world for me.

A good woman indeed...

I'm like that...?

Thinking about the feeling of destroying everything when
someone ambushed Sasha, I couldn't help but agree with myself.

Yes, I am like that.

'Of course.'

You don't need to talk to me.

'I'm here for this.'

Nosy.

'HAHAHAHA~'

Tsk...

Slowly my eyes started to close, and I soon found myself in a
world completely made of blood.



I looked at the distorted creature in front of me that had no shape,
the only notable features being its blood-red eyes and sharp teeth.

"I saw what you did to that hunter." I spoke in a neutral tone as
my smile widened in the same way the creature's did.

"He deserved it, he did something unforgivable..." He pointed his
shapeless finger at me and said:

"He touched a dragon's hoard, and everyone knows what
happens when an intruder touches a dragon's hoard." His smile grew
even wider, and we spoke at the same time:

""They Burn.""

Our smiles increased, and as if synchronized:

"HAHAHAHAHAHA~!" We started laughing, and our laughter
seemed to echo throughout the room.

Suddenly, I stopped laughing and said:

"How rude of you to call me Dragon, I'm a vampire, you know?"

He stopped laughing too and looked at me, "Alucard... it's the
written form of Dracula in reverse, and do you know what Dracula
means?"

"Of course, it means dragon..."

"Oh..." I finally understood what he was getting at.

"See? It is not incorrect to say that you are a dragon, considering
you are an 'Alucard'." He laughed a little.

"Indeed." I couldn't help but nod my head in agreement with this
being's words.

I looked at him intently and started to think.



It all started when I was training. When I first released my blood
vampire Count form, I heard the sounds of chains breaking.

I didn't find it weird on that day. I thought it was something
normal, and I had a significant increase in power that day.

And as time went by, while I was training with Scathach, my
master said that because I had too much power, it was getting in the
way of my progress, and because of that, she gave me a gift that was
these gloves that I am wearing now.

But... From that day on, I became aware of this creature living
inside me.

At first, it didn't respond, but... When I released the blood count
form again in the fight against Natasha and when I started to absorb
blood from other beings, I heard it again, the noise of chains breaking
as if a beast was being released from its cage.

He calls himself 'Us'.

He is me, and I am him. Half of myself was in front of me, a half
that didn't join the 'me' because my body and soul couldn't take it.

.

.

.

Now that I think about it, isn't he a lot like that figure in the
painting?

And he's also very similar to Vlad, the first encounter I had with
him, he was in a similar shape to that.

Although, I could observe that the characteristics of this being in
front of me were very different from Vlad's.



Is he more like me...?

What a strange feeling...

"If it continues like this, it won't take long for us to come together, I
think about 300 years?"

'Hmm?' I look at the creature.

'To unite, huh?' I thought neutrally, he's been saying this since I
first met him, and then I replied:

"Is that a short time?" My eyes twitched a little.

"Of course. We are immortal, for us, that is like 3 years."

"'Immortal, until a hunter drives a stake up your ass while
screaming for god." I rolled my eyes.

"HAHAHAHAHAHA~, indeed, indeed!" He seemed to find this
quite funny.

"If there is one creature that is immortal, I'm pretty sure that
creature isn't a vampire." I spoke as I created a throne of blood and
sat down in a relaxed way as I rested my head on my arm.

I looked at the view of the world around me, and I couldn't help
but think that this view was very similar to the way I viewed the world
when using my eye powers.

I looked up to the sky, and I saw the magic symbol that matched
the gloves I was wearing.

"…Hahahaha~, that I can agree with you." He disappeared and
then reappeared beside me.

He looked at the symbol in the sky alongside me, and a silence
fell on the place, and soon he said:



"Everyone in this world has secrets." He started to speak.

"Your wives, your mother, your father, your mothers-in-law, and
even you."

"...That's obvious, what's the point of telling me that?"

"..." His smile grew, and he pointed at me, "We are your secret."

"..." I couldn't deny that fact. After all, it's something I haven't told
anyone.

"We are your secret, we are your motivation, we are your destiny,
and at the same time… We are you." For a few seconds, his image
resembled mine, but then it faded and became something distorted
like before.

He snapped his finger, and images of the battles I've fought
began to appear in the sky.

"Tell me, do you know the difference between you and these
worms?" He spoke while looking at the hybrids.

"...Am I a noble vampire?" I said something random.

"Tsk, Tsk. Wrong." He snapped his finger again, and an image of
the girls teaching me about vampires appeared.

"Do you remember? When a vampire bites a human and does the
ritual, they turn into slave vampires."

"Slave vampires cannot make noble vampires."

"Vampire slaves do not inherit the powers of three houses of
vampire Counts."

"But with us, it was different."

"The blood of the Night King runs through our veins."



"RH Null Blood." I said, because of this blood, my life has
completely changed.

His smile grew a little, and he said, "...Our race is connected by
blood."

"And the creatures of the night are connected to the Night King..."

He started floating towards the magic circle in the sky:

"And we are the beginning and the end of everything…" He
looked at the magic circle for a few seconds and then looked at me, "I
think you already know the answer yourself, right? After all, you
yourself said the answer a few days ago."

"... Who knows?" I flashed a small smile as I closed my eyes.

"HAHAHAHAHA~, you're learning! This is a good thing!"

"Anyway, I have to go. If you want to traumatize some
motherfuckers who dare tamper with your treasures, just have them
pay me a visit." He flashed a big smile that showed off all of his sharp
teeth.

"How scary~." I played around a bit.

"Not as much as you. I remember the face your enemies make
when facing Count Alucard."

My smile grows, "I learned from the best."

"Indeed, we learned from the best..."

With the same smile on my face, I got up from the throne of
blood, turned around, and started walking. Then, as I walked away, I
said:

"See you later."



...

"Hmm?" Victor opened his eyes, and he was on a block of ice that
looked like a bed.

"You woke up, Darling." Ruby spoke with a gentle smile as she
was sitting next to Victor's bed and seemed to be watching him
silently.

"I slept?"

"Yes, you looked very tired."

"Oh..." For a few seconds, he looked very stunned, while he
seemed to be thinking about a few things:

'Did I sleep without realizing it?' He felt weird. No matter how
much he used his powers, he never got tired to the point of sleep, he
just needed a few minutes of rest and some blood, and he would be
100% again.

'Oh...Blood, huh?' Come to think of it, he hadn't eaten in two days.

"Are you okay?" Ruby asked in the same gentle tone.

"Yes, I'm just tired." He flashed a small smile and then sat up on
the ice bed.

"Ugh, a bed of ice isn't very nice..."

"Indeed. I still prefer my mattresses." Ruby laughed. Even though
she didn't suffer from the cold, she still preferred the 'comfort' of
modern life.

"Oh, you didn't like my present?" Victor spoke in a somewhat sad
tone of voice.

"…Eh?"



"I see, if I had known that, I would have taken you somewhere
else." Victor looked at the ceiling and seemed to be thinking about a
few things:

"Oh well, I'll just destroy all of this, and we'll go somewhere else!"

"W-wait!" Ruby held Victor's hand very tightly.

"Hmm?" He flashed a small innocent smile.

"I love this place! Do not destroy it!" How could she not like it?
This was Victor's gift to her.

EXCLUSIVELY for her.

She loved her gift!

And she was no fool, she saw that Victor put all his heart into it,
after all, this castle had everything she liked...

A big lab, a big empty room full of bookshelves that was made to
accommodate several teddy bears.

Including an entire area dedicated only to anime, manga, and
everything related to it...

And he did it all with ancient architecture as if it were an ice
queen's castle.

She loved it!

But the question that was on her mind was: how was she going to
use this location? After all, she was at the North Pole! The signal here
sucked, there was no internet, and computers wouldn't work here
because of the cold.

'Oh... I can use magic .' She should just hire a witch, and voilà! All
her problems would be solved.



Coincidentally, she had a witch at her disposal 24 hours a day.

As she thought about it with her head, she said:

"Please don't destroy this place..."

"Why?" Victor's smile grew a little.

She knew she was being teased when she saw his face, and it
made her even more ashamed, but even so, she said:

"...Because I love it."

"...What?" Victor put his hand to his ear as if he had not been
listening properly.

"Repeat that again, please."

"Ugh..." Ruby made a hard face, that bastard...

"I see, I will destroy it!"

"Wait!" She gripped Victor's arm tighter than before.

"Hmm?"

"...D-Don't destroy...-" Her face turned pure red, she didn't want to
say it, but she took a deep breath and said, "DON'T DESTROY THIS
PLACE, I LOVE YOUR GIFT!"

"OHHH, I see, I see." He nodded several times while making a
satisfied smile, "So you do love it so much."

"Y-Yeah..." She turned her face away. She didn't want to look at
him right now! That bastard!

"I'm glad you love it."

"..." Ruby didn't look at Victor and seemed to find the bedroom



window quite interesting.

She felt an arm wrap around her body, and, suddenly, she was
pulled towards Victor.

"E-Eh?" She was a little surprised when she saw that her head
was on Victor's chest.

Seeing that, Ruby's face turned red, and her body started shaking
a little.

"Hey? Aren't you bold? I remember you woke up naked with me
the day we met."

"What are you talking about... I don't remember that..." She said
in a sulky tone.

"Hahaha, don't worry... We have five more days to remind you."

"...What are you planning to do to me...?" She asked in a tone of
fear, but one that contained a little bit of expectation.

Victor lifted Ruby's chin and spoke with a gentle smile and empty,
lifeless eyes:

"Many things... Many, many things~." He caressed Ruby's cheek,
which trembled a little at his touch, and slowly their faces drew closer.

"Darling~..."

And as if they were under two very powerful attractive forces, the
two lips connected.

...
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